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Weighing Answers
to Obesity
Professor Samuel Klein
and colleagues at the
medical school's Center
for Human Nutrition
are working hard to
help restore Americans'
health and, ultimately,
to prevent obesity.
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Debut at Des Lee Gallery

Last summer, Philip Siein (left),

director of the Des Lee Gallery, mounted an exhibit of artwork by
87-year-old Russell Kraus (right), a 1940 art alumnus. The exhibit,
Russell Kraus: Midwestern Modernist, featured examples of Kraus' early
social realist paintings; his commercial art posters on World War II done
for the Work Projects Administration; a slide show of his mosaics and
stained-glass windows, which adorn many churches in the Midwest and
South; jewelry designs; a series of self-portraits; and 18 never-before
exhibited paintings of children (example above) . These portraits are part of a series of 30 done for his
wife over the course of three decades. The retrospective, displaying the breadth of Kraus' art, ran at
the Washington University College of Art's Des Lee Gallery in July and August 2005.
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Cover. Samuel Klein is the William H. Danforth Professor of
Medicine and Nutritional Science, and director of the Center
for Human Nutrition (CHN) At CHN, he is also medical
director and founder of the Weight Management Program,
director of the Clinical Nu trition Research Unit, and director
of the Veronica and Robert C Atkins Center for Excellence
In Obesity Medicine (page 72). (Photo by Joe Angeles)
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Nurturing a Network of Global Leaders
The McDonnell International Scholars Academy estab
lishes worldwide partnerships to prepare tomorrow's
leaders for progressively more global challenges.

Weighing Answers to Obesity
At the Ce nter for Human Nutrition, Danforth Professor
Samuel Klein and fellow researchers manage obesity
and nutrition on multiple fronts.

Clinic Responds to Environmental Calls
In the Interdisciplinary Environmental Clinic, advocate
Maxine Lipeles works with co-director Beth Martin and
students from law and science disciplines to champion
environmental causes.

How Our Memories Shape Us
According to foremost memory scholar Pascal Boyer,
what's happening in people's minds-possibly how our
brains are organized-influences human cultures.

Educational Pathway Leads Home
American Indian alumni take social work practices
back to their people.

He's into Drums
Virtuoso timpanist Jonathan Haas' musical career has
been a "wild ride" through classical, jazz, rock, and
world music.

Maxine Lipeles (far
righ t) is director of
the InterdiSCiplinary
Environmental Clinic,
which gives law,
engineering, and
science students the
hands-on tools they
need to work
on environmental
law cases (page 78)

FRONTRUNNERS
• Farrell Center
Grand Opening
The Farrell Learning and
Teaching Center celebrated its
grand opening September 16,
2005, with a medical-education
symposium and open house
for students, faculty, and staff.
The state-of-the-art facility is
located on Euclid Avenue in the
heart of the Medical Campus
and will be the School of
Medicine's primary teaching
venue, serving medical and
graduate students.

Institute's
Inaugural Event
Touts Service

T

he importance of public
service wa s hi g hlighted
in the inaugural eve nt for
the University's Richard A.
Gephardt Institute for Public
Service, held September 19,
2005, in Grah a m C hapel.
In opening re marks to an
ove rflow crowd of stud e nts,
co mmunity m embers, a nd
public officials, Gephardt,
former U.S. representative
from Missouri , ex pl a in ed that
the Institute is design ed to
encourage Citize n s, especially

st ud ents and o ld e r persons,
to in volve th emselves in
public se rvice . He added
that vo lu nteer ing throu ghout
th e comm unity, the nati on,
and the worl d can help renew
American democracy and

University Community Supports Hurri_~Clne Relief

P

or the past few months,
University comm unity
members ha ve been working,
in diverse and c rea tive ways,
to help those harmed by
hurricanes Katrina and Rita
o n the U.S. G ulf Coas t. Some
efforts direc tl y be n efit ed th e
more than 8,000 evac uees in
St. Louis; o th e rs supp orted
national organiza ti o n s pro
viding aid.
Close to h ome, students,
faculty, and staff welcomed
89 students- 70 under
graduates and 19 g raduate
students-from fo ur uni ver
si ties in sto rm-ravaged New
O rleans . Co min g fro m
Louisiana State Universi ty 's
Health Sciences Cen te r,
Loyola Unive rsity, Tulane
University, and th e
University of New Orleans,
these studen ts are e nrolled
a t Washington University for
the fall se m es te r o n a visi t
ing, non-degree-see kin g bas is .
Some University co mmu
nity memb ers have provided
STAFF

hand s-on help. They have
"adopted" families to care
fo r, baked coo kies for evac
uees in St. Lo uis shelte rs,
collected more than 100
bags and boxes of clothing,
and, a t press time, donated
2,406 pounds of food and
pe rso na l ca re items to
Operati o n Food Search for
th ose staying in tempor a ry
h o using in St. Louis.

Medical students pose with the some 90 stuffed animals coJlected for Hugs
Across America to distribute at a hurricane relief shelter In San Antonio.
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Some stud ents are prepar
ing to make re li e f trips dur
ing spring brea k. For exam
ple, students in an American
c ulture studies co urse will
study the affec ted area, then
make a relief-and-recove ry
trip there durin g th e break.
On the Medical Ca mpus,
the Pediatric Inte res t Gro up
initiated a drive to co llec t
new teddy bea rs for c hild
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survivors, an d several m ed
ical sc h ool faculty mem bers
have been pilfticipa tin g in a
nationwide n e twork to pro
vide hi gh ly specialized care
a nd cons ult a ti o n for victim s.
O th e r fac ul ty membe rs
part icipa ted in an interdi sci
p linary, ro undtable discu s
sion to he lp the University
community understand th e
m ean ing an d aftermath o f
these national tragedies. Five
fa culty m e mbers discu ssed
th e d isaste rs' effects o n geo
g raphi c, eco n o mic, politi ca l,
and soc ial la nd sca pes.
Stud e nts, a lumni , facu lty,
and staff also su pported th e
Uni versi ty's main volunteer
effort- rai sing funds for th e
Am e ri can Red Cross' nati ona l
rel ief effo rts . For exampl e, an
impro mptu student o rga ni za
ti o n , Pro jec t S.O.S ., beg un
by s tud e nts from Alabama,
Loui siana, a nd Mississippi,
staged a "ca nning" driv e fea 
turin g pl ace m e n t of don a ti o n
cani ste rs aro und the Hilltop
Campu s. Alumni added to
th e gwup's d o nation by se ll
ing multicolored Mardi Gras
styl e bea d s ca lled "Strand s of
Strength " a t severa l even ts.
Othe r stud e nt g roups he ld
ben efit car washes, concerts,
and danc es, while John M.
Dori s, assoc ia te professor of
phil osop h y in Arts & Sci ences,
match ed g ifts of $10 or more
by studen t5 in his Pro blems

Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton (right)
and Richard A Gephardt stroll
across campus on a day honoring
the Richard A Gephardt Institute for
Public Service and Constitution Day
quicken democratization
abroad.
In introducing the featured speaker, economist
Hernando de Soto, Gephardt
praised de So to's revolutionary idea s for helping the poor
in developing countries as a
prime example of what the
Institute stands for. "[de Soto
is] a visionary in a world that
desperately needs vision,"
Gephardt said.
In his lecture, which doubled as an Assembly Series

As part of a successful fund drive,
two faculty members in the
Department of Mathematics in Arts
& Sciences-John McCarthy (seated),
professor, and John Shareshian,
associate professor-lost hair but
kept their promises, delighting
onlooking students and faculty
in Philosoph y course. (To
keep donations anonymous,
the money was collected in the
philosophy department office.)
The George Warren Brown
School of Social Work hosted
a benefit concert by the
Zydeco Crawdaddys. The
English, music, and performing arts departments, all in
Arts & Sciences, urged donation s, respectively, at a poetry
reading by Brenda Mary Osbey,
Poet Laureate of Louisiana;
a concert by the University
Symphony Orchestra; and
performances of Hair.

lectu re, de Soto, the president
of the Institute for Liberty
and Democracy, based in
Lima , Peru, emphasized that
as countries grow and
change, it is importan t to
encourage them to crea te
governments and organiza
tions based on the rule of
law. He also urged Americans
to realize that U.S. ac hievements, such as the ability to
create cap ital and organiza
tion, are not simply a result
of culture but are attributable
to citizens' capacity to associate and create th e rule of law.
"Jus t like a person can't
do carpe ntry with bare
hands, a country cannot
function without [the] rule of
law," de Soto insisted.

The Department of
Mathematics in Arts &
Sciences staged a fund drive
with a goal of $1,000. As
part of the drive, so me
teac hing assistants and faculty members had their hair
cut or had thei r heads
shaved, or they dyed their
hair a color chosen by a
majority of donors, or they
grew a mustache-according
to vario us milestones. The
department exceeded its
goal, raising a total of
$1 ,885 .50 to help victims.
At press time, a total of
$18,344.08 had been raised
for the Red Cross through
all Un iversity programs.
(Tha t amount does not
include many University
community members' donations made directly to the
Red C ross .) The fundraising
program is co-chaired by
Stephanie Kurtzman, director of community service,
and David Ader, Student
Union president.
Kurtzman, impressed by
various groups' quick, effective responses, says, "'vVe
want to build on the energy
of the University commun- '
ity, help it flourish, and see
good things happen and
help promote them ."
Additional information
is available on the Web site
W\'I'W.comm un i tyservice.
wus tl.ed u/h u rricanerelief.
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Event Marks Constitution Day
Most Americans know that
our nation's birthday is July 4.
Far fewer know that our
government's birthday is
September 17, the date in
1787 on which delegates to
the Philadelphia Convention
completed and signed the
U.S. Constitution.
In fact, a recent survey of
high school students by the
National Constitution Center,
an independent, nonprofit
organization created by
Congress, showed that just
35.5 percent of the 512
respondents knew that
"We the People" are the first
three words of the preamble
to the Constitution. Just
25.5 percent of respondents
knew the Constitution was
penned in Philadelphia, and
just 1.8 percent knew that
James Madison is considered
the father of the Constitution.
Congress passed a law
in 2004 to rectify this knowl
edge gap and to celebrate
America's founding ideas
commitments to the rule of
law, limited government, and
the ideals of liberty, equality,
and justice-which are
embodied in the Constitution.

WINTER 2 005

The law, designating
September 17 of each year as
Constitution Day, provides
that schools and federal agen
cies receiving federal funding
must hold educational pro
grams about the Constitution
on that day or a nearby day if
the 17th falls on a weekend,
as it did this year.
Washington University's
celebration, held on Monday,
September 19, featured an
informal discussion on how
the Constitution influences
relationships between the
branches of government.
Leading the discussion, held
prior to the inaugural event
of the University's Richard A.
Gephardt Institute for Public
Service, were Gephardt, the
former U.S. representative (and
majority and minority leader)
from Missouri, and James W.
Davis, professor emeritus of
political science in Arts &
Sciences and director of the
Gephardt Institute.
To help celebrate the day,
the Institute provided some
400 copies of the Constitution,
which were made available at
no charge in the Campus
Store in Mallinckrodt Center.
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Cardiac Model
Aids Study of

• Two Bears Teams Excel Nationally
Superb setter and All-America athlete
Kara Liefer (left), Arts & Sciences Class
of '06, helped the volleyball team to an
overall record of 35-2, including 11-1 in
the UAA. For the first time, the Bears
won the University's annual Teri Clemens
Invitational Tournament. The team's
exceptional season came to an end with a
loss in the quarterfinal round in the NCAA
tournament.

ArrhythIl!ia~ __
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Muslim-Jewish
Student Group
Builds Interfaith
Amity

E

very wee k during the
school year, students in a
group called Muslim-jewish
Dialogu e do something that
rare ly occ urs, on campus or
off. They put their politics
aside, lea rn about each
o ther 's religion, and become
friend s in th e process.
Members of the g roup,
wh ich is kept small to facili
tate meaningful discussion,
usually belong also to the
Jewish Student Union, the
Muslim Studen t Association,
WU Solidarity for Israel, or
Sakina , th e pro-Palestine
student associa tion.
. " We are comp letely apolit
Ica l, and we intentionally
include stud en ts of a wide
array o f po litica l beliefs and
th eological ideas," says the
g ro up's facu lty adviser,
Pam ela Barmash, director of
Jewish , Islam ic, and Near
Eastern studies and associate

lindsay Harkema, Architecture Class
of '07, helped the women's cross country
team achieve, in late September, the pro
gram's first No.1 national ranking. The Bears
h.el.d the top ranking for two weeks en route to a 3rd-place
finish at the 2005 NCAA Championships.

professor of Hebrew Bibl e and
Biblical He brew-both in Arts
~ Sciences. " Vile wan t to pro
Vide a sa fe, comfor table e n v i
ro nm ent for students to learn
about o thers' scriptures and
religious experience."
The gro up, numbering
abo ut 10, admits new mem
bers through an application
process, maintaining a bal
ance between Muslims and
j ews. Its meetings alternate
be t ween o ne-hour, informa l
ge t-toge the rs for dinner and
a two-hour dinner and dis
cuss ion o f a reli gious topiC
chosen by the g ro up. The
longer meeti n gs-which
cover to piCS such as mystical
tr adi t ions, dietary and dress
codes, daily prayer practices,
and vi e ws of death-featu re
a presen ta tion by a faculty

Junior Danielle Weiner (left) and
senior Ian Bushner belong to
Muslim-Jewish Dialogue, a group
fostering religious understanding.
4
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niversity scientists have
d eveloped the first
mathema tical model of a
canine cardiac cell that
incor porates a vital calcium
regu latory pathway that h as
implications in life-threa ten
ing cardiac arrhythmias, or
irreg ular heartbeats .
The work was done by
pos tdoctoral research er
Thomas j. Hund, now a
fe ll ow in the laboratory of
Richard B. Schuessler,
researc h associate professor
of surgery; and Yoram Rudy,
the Fred Saigh Distin g uished
Professor of Engineering.
Hund and Rudy have
incorpo rated the Ca lcium /
Ca lmo dulin -depende nt
Pro tein Kinase J[ regu la tory
pathway into their model ,
improvi n g the understanding
of th e relationship betwee n
calc ium handling in cardiac
cells an d the electrical activ
ity o f the cells.
"Hav ing this pathway
mode led is a valuable research
too l because there is a stro n g
lmk between abnormalities o f

U

m embe r, who, afterward,
facilitates gro up discus sio n .
" [ jo ined the group to
bridge ba rriers and get pa st
mental b locks between
Mu slims a nd Jews," says
Arabic major Ian Bushner,
Arts & Sc iences Class of '06
who became a Muslim in high
school. "Thro ugh the group
I've learned abou t myself and
my views, as well as th e v iews
o f o th er Muslims and o f j ews."
Th e group, founded by
Barmash and five jewish and
five Muslim stude nts in 2002
when relations between
'
Mu slims and jews we re more
strained than at present,
brings toge ther University
co mmunity members who
o th e rwise might not meet.
"We find out how much
we have in common," says
Danielle Weine r, Arts &
Sciences Class of '07, w h o is
majoring in religious studies.
;:We d emonstrate the say in g,
fhink g lo bally; act loca ll y,'
and, if we 're making a differ 
ence here, it matters. "
Barmas h explains that th e
g rou p d ea ls with issues of
co mmon concern for youn g
adults in America, both as
Americans and as Mu slims
or Jews. She adds, "Stud e nts
a re genuinely eager to liste n
to each o ther and to learn
toge th e r in an honest and
sympa th e ti c way."

Sam Fox School
Symposium
Explores the
Environment
xp loring w hat nature
mea n s toda y in ou r tech
n o logically mediated en v i
ro nm ent was th e subject o f
a recent national symposium
fea t ur in g U niversi t y profes
sors, artists from Chicago and
Lo ndon, faculty memb e rs
from th e University of
Virgin ia in Charlottesvi lle
and from Washington
Co ll ege in Chestertown,
Maryland, as well as guests
from aro und the world .
The symposi um , titled
"U n se ttled G round: Nature,
Landscape, and Ecology, " is

E

People Around Campus
ohn R. Bowen, th e
j Professor
Dunbar-Van Cleve
o f Sociocultural

Discussing data received from their imaging equipment are Yoram Rudy
(center), Yong Wang (left), doctoral student and graduate research assis
tant; and Leonid Livshitz, a postdoctoral fellow and research associate.
ca lcium ha ndl ing and ca rdiac
a rrh ythmi as," says Rud y, a
professor of bi omedica l en gi
neeri ng in the School of
Engi neering &: Applied Science,
and of cell biology and physi
o logy, o f med ici ne, of rad io l
ogy, and of pedatrics- aJ1 in
th e School of Medicine.
Rud y has used a computa
ti o n al-b iology app roach to
st udy arrh ythmi as at va riou s
levels (io n c ha nn els, cell ,
mul tice llul ar tiss ue) of the
ca rd iac system , and resea rch
ers in h is labo rato ry have

deve loped com puter m odels
o f th e wo rkings o f cardiac
cell s a nd their a lteratio n by
gene ti c mutation s.
Rud y a nd Hund have
publi shed the ir findin gs in
a recen t issue o f CirCll lation,
a jou rnal of the Ameri ca n
Hea rt Associa tio n .
The ir work was fund ed
by gra nts fro m the Na tio nal
Hea rt, Lun g, and Blood
Institute of the Na ti o na l
In stitutes of Health and a
Whitake r Founda ti o n
Develo pment Award.

th e first in a yea rlon g se ries
of lect ures, pa nel di scuSS ion s,
a rtisti c interventio n s, a nd
wo rksh o ps. Th ro ugho ut the
series, participa nts will
ex plo re th e intersectio n o f
co ntempo rary a rch itectu re,
a rt, eco logy, and urba n
desig n, as illu stra ted be low.
T he Un ive rsity'S Sam
Fox Sc hool of Design &:
Visua l Arts hos ted th e event
an d co-spo n sored
it with the
Pulitze r
Fo unda ti o n
fo r th e Arts.
O rga ni ze rs we re
Peter MacKe ith ,
associate dea n o f
Architecture and
associa te d irector
o f t he School;
and t he Sc hool's
Pu blic Program s
Comm it tee.

Th o ugh comple tio n of
con struction of two new
Schoo l buildings, designed
by Pritzker Prize- winning
Ja pan ese architect Fumihiko
Maki , is se t fo r fall 2006,
MacKeith says that this pro
gram de mo nstrates th at th e
Sa m Fox School of Design &:
Visua l Arts exists now, well
in adva n ce of the completio n
of the n ew con st ructi o n .

Anthropology, recentl y
received a grant from the
Carnegie Corporation of
New York City to work o n his
book Shaping French Islam .
Theodore J. Cicero,
vice chancellor fo r resea rch
and associate vice ch ancel
lo r/associate dean at the
School of Medicine, was
elected to the board of
directo rs fo r Oak Ridge
Associa ted Universities.
Five faculty members have
been named to endowed
pro fessorships: Maurizio
Corbetta as the No rman J.
Stupp Professor of Neurology;
Martin Cripps as the John
K. Wallace, Jf. an d Ellen A.
Wallace Distinguished
Professor of Managerial
Econo mics; Jeffrey
Milbrandt as the first
David Clayson Professor of
Ne urology; Philip I. Tarr as
the first Melvin E. Ca rnahan
Professor in Pedia tri cs; and
Ping Wang, chair of the
Department of Econo mics in
Arts &: SCiences, as the first
Seigle Famil y Professor
in Arts &: Sciences.
William Lowry, profes
sor of po litical scien ce in
Arts &: Sciences, h as been
n amed the Fulbright Ch air
in North American Studies
at the University o f Calga ry
in Canada's province of
Alberta fo r 200S-D6.
John C. Morris, the
Friedman Distinguished
Professor of Neurology and
director of the Alzheimer's
Disease Research Center,
received the 2005 Po tamkin
Prize for Research in Pick's,
Alzheimer's, and Related
Diseases from the America n
Academ y of Neuro logy.
BarbaraJ. Norton,
associate director fo r
professional studies in
the Program in Physical
Therapy, and David
Sinacore, associate profes
sor in the Department o f
Medicine and in the
Program in Physical
Th erapy, have been named
Ca therine Worthingham
Fe llo ws of the American
Ph ysical The rapy
Associatio n.
W I N TE R 2005

Carl Phillips, professo r
of English and of Africa n and
Africa n-America n Studies,
bo th in Arts &: SCiences, h as
wo n two prestigio us poetry
awards-the Theodo re
Roethke Memorial Poetry
Prize and the Thom Gunn
Award for Ga y Male Poetry
for his recent collectio n The
Rest of Love: Poem s (2004).
John S. Rigden, ad junct
professor of physics in Arts &:
SCiences, received t he ZOOS
Robert A. Millikan Awa rd
from the American Associa
tio n of Physics Teachers.
Rebecca Rogers, assis
tant professor of educatio n
in Arts &: Sciences, recentl y
received the Earl y Ca reer
Award from the Na tio nal
Readin g Conferen ce.
David Van Essen, the
Edison Professor of Ne uro
biology and head of th e
Department of Anato m y
and Neurobio logy, was
elected preSident-elect of
the Society for Neuroscien ce.
Lori Watt, assi stant pro
fessor of history and of inter
national and area studies,
bo th in Arts &: Scie nces, has
been named the fo urth Earle
H. and Suzanne S. Harbison
Faculty Fellow. The fellowship
provides resea rch and teach
ing support for three yea rs to
a ta lented junio r facul ty
m ember in Arts &: Sciences .
Gerhild Williams, the
David M. Thoma s Professo r
in the Humanities and chair
of th e Department of
Ge rmanic Languages and
Literatures in Arts &:
Sciences, is serving a two
year term as president of the
Sixteenth Century Studies
Association and Conferen ce.
The University and the
St. Lo uis Cardinals have
appOinted Rick W. Wright,
assistant professor of o rtho
paedic surgery and a special
ist in sports medicine a nd
minimally invasive surgery
to repair joint problems, as
head team physician fo r the
Ca rdinals baseball tea m .
Frank C-P Yin, the
Stephen F. and Camilla T.
Braue r Professor o f Bio
m edical Engineerin g and
chair of the departme nt, is
president of the Bio medical
Engineering SOCiety.
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AIDS Trials Aim
to Help Patients
in Developing
Nations
niversity research ers and
U
others in an international
clinical-trial network are

,.,

cond ucting trials to see if a
simp lified drug regimen
successful in treatin g AIDS
patients in industrialized
nations can be successfully
used , or adapted for use, in
developing nations.
The simplified regimen,
crea ted thanks to advances in
drug design and delivery, has
been successful with many
patien ts in industriali zed
nations. Instead of needing
to take 20-40 pills ada}',
th ey now need only a few
pills a day, and those can be
taken together on a once
daily basis. They no longer
need to take a certain pill at
a given meal or wake at mid
night for a medicine cocktail.
"The fewer times a day
that AIDS patients have to
re member to take th e ir medi
cin e, the better," says David
B. Cliffo rd, the Melba and
Fores t Seay Professor of
Cl inical Neuropharmacology
in Neurology and direc tor of
the AIDS Clinical Trials Unit
(ACTU) at the School of

• Economics
of Scalping NFL
Tickets
Ticket scalping-the reselling of
sought-after tickets-is as much
a part of professional sports as
players, coaches, referees, and
mascots. And, when Daniel
Elfenbein, assistant professor
of organization and strategy
at the Olin School of Business,
examined the marketplace for
scalping, he found interesting
patterns.
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Medicine. "When patients
miss scheduled doses, the
vi ru s jumps back very quickly
and starts figuring out ways
around the dru gs."
The ACTU will participate
in this international trial
n etwork, along with eight
o th er AIDS trea tmen t cen ters
in the United States, as w ell
as sites in Brazil, India,
Malawi, Peru, South Africa,
Thai land, and Zimbabwe.
Each site will aim to enrolJ
patients from its own area in
the trials, and th e to tal net
work goa l is 1,520 patients.
"This is the largest ran
domized trial of AIDS trea t
ment to ever be conducted
on a multinational sta ge,"
Clifford says, "and we are
pleased that our site enrolled
the first patient in the enti re
network." He adds that the
ACTU's participation in thi s
multinational collaborative
is in addi tion to its participa
tion in 14 national trials and
numerous local trial s.
Scien ti sts acknowledge
exis ting and potential obs ta
cles in implementing th e
si m p lified treatmen t in devel
oping nations. One concern
is that the practice of trying
to prevent mother-to-child
transm ission by treatin g a
patient brietly during preg
nancy and stopping treat
ment at deJivery may have
created reserves of drug-resis
tant HIV In addition , genetic

Elfenbein found that fans
buying tickets to National
Football League games from
online scalpers pay, on average,
about 50 percent more than a
ticket's face value. (In markets
such as Green Bay and New
England, where there are large,
avid fan bases, markups are
even higher.)
"It's relatively predictable
how much over face value a ticket
will cost," he says. "The pricing
pattern depends on the team
involved, how well it's doing, and
how far along the season is."

differences ma y alter patients'
responses to medications,
and anothe r concern is that
the treatment, whi ch is
expensive, may be econom i
cally unfeasible in dev e loping
nations, which h ave few
resources and a hi gh inci
dence of AIDS.
Nevertheless, researchers
are hopeful that th e obs tacles
can be overco me and that
simplified dosing wi ll lead to
improved o utco m es for AIDS
patients in developing n atio ns.

h e welfare-to-work pro
g ram , known officia ll y as
the Pe rsona l Responsibility
and Work Opportunity
Re concil iation Act of 1996,
did succeed in decreasing
entries into welfare and
increas ing exi ts from welfare,
bu t, for n ea rI y a ll of the
most-disadvantaged seg m e nt
of welfa re reci pien ts, it has
m eant li v ing in poverty.
"My research ha s show n
that an unfortunate conse
quence of this legislation is
th at th e seg ment of we lfare
recipients unable to work
because of an empl oyment

barrier either left o r were
forced to leave welfa re w ith
out having the proper
means to live, " says Yunju
Nam, ass istant professor at
the George Warren Brown
School of Social Work.
In fac t, 11 percent of
we lfare recipients left wel
fare fo r reasons other than
marriage or increased ea rn
ings. Economic cond itions
of this gro up suggest that a
m a jority of them probably
Left welfare because th ey are
unable to meet the new
emp loyment or admin istra
tive reqUirements of the
Tem porary Assistance for
Needy Fam ilies Program.
"Ninety-seven percent of
thi s g ro up lives in pover ty,
and almost half of this
group lives in deep pover ty
soon afte r exitin g welfare,"
she says.
"Lack of a high school
diploma, low wo rk expe ri
ence, transportation barriers,
health issues, including
substance depend ency, and
other em ploym ent barriers
are sign ificantly associate d
w ith this g roup ," she adds.
"These findings sugges t
that we need to develop
comprehensive and individ
u a li zed services for welfare
recipients with multiple
employmen t barriers, in
order to help th em secure
long-ter m econ omic inde
pendence from we lfare."

In addition, as he examined
more than 100,000 transactions
processed bye-Bay and more
than 100,000 "ask" prices for
tickets sold via Ticketsnow.com,
a leading Internet-based ticket
reseller, Elfenbein studied how
anti-scalping laws affect online
scalping of NFL tickets.
He found that scalpers selling
tickets to games in states with
anti-scalping laws were able to
command higher prices and higher
markups over face value than in
states without those laws. (Ticket
scalping online is hearty in all

states, even in those where
it is technically illegal. Yet, it is
less common in those states
than others.)
In general, the fact that
scalpers are able to charge much
more than face value, shows
that teams routinely under-price
their tickets, according to
Elfenbein. "But, by keeping the
tickets below market price,"
he says, "the owners are more
likely to fill the stadium, creat
ing more opportunities for
concession sales and a more
exciting environment for fans."

For Some,
Welfare Reform
Has Led to
PoV~rty

T

After his speech, Cardinals Manager Tony La Russa delighted fans
by signing copies of Buzz Bissinger's best-selling book about him.

• La Russa
Is Leadoff
Speaker
Batting leadoff for the
2005-06 season of the
University's Assembly Series
was Tony La Russa, manager
of the St. Louis Cardinals
and one of baseball's great
est managers.
La Russa, the leader in
career wins among active
managers, spoke in Graham
Chapel on September 7,
2005, to an overflow crowd.
Among other topics, he
discussed Buzz Bissinger's
current best-seller, Three
Nights in August: Strategy,
Heartbreak, and Joy Inside
the Mind of a Manager.

The book takes readers
into the minds and hearts
of La Russa and his team
members during a three
game series in 2003
between the Cards
and the Chicago Cubs.
Considered by many
to be the shrewdest mind in
the game today, La Russa's
intellectual, strategically
adept style of managing
shines through in the book.

WINTER 2005

Now in his 10th season at
the Cardinals' helm, he has
taken them to six postseason
appearances, including last
year's World Series. He ranks
third on the all-time Major
League Baseball managerial
wins list, and, in 2002, he
was named National League
Manager of the Year.
La Russa, who earned a
bachelor's degree in industrial
management from the
University of South Florida in
Tampa and a law degree from
Florida State University in
Tallahassee, is founder and
chair of the Animal Rescue
Foundation and is active in
the Cardinals' community
foundation, Cardinals Care.
Assembly Series lectures,
which are free and open to
the public, feature renowned
speakers on a variety of topics.
Speakers in the fall 2005
series included leading Mexican
writer Carlos Fuentes, African
American astronaut Mae
Jemison, and Holocaust scholar
Christopher Browning; the
spring 2006 lineup will include
cultural critic Cornel West,
Shakespearean expert Marjorie
Garber, and children's advocate
Marian Wright Edelman.
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Camp Helps
Develop Youth
of Georgia
"It was a great learning
ex perience. " That's how
Joachim Faust, lect urer in
international and area studies
in Arts &. Sci ences, described
the summer camp in which
h e and two Arts &. Sciences
students taught English to
16 Azerbaijani tee na ge rs in
th e former Soviet Republic
o f Georgia.
In the four-week camp
designed to e ncourage
Azerbaijani youth to expand
their knowledge and civic
participation in order to
d e te r marginaliza tion o f
th e Azerbaijani min o rity in
Georgia-one subject the
teens studied was English,
taught by Faust, senior
Aaron Weismann, and junior
Steve Lopatin.
Weismann says, "The kids
were great to work with, and
it was wonderful to see how
far their English skills had
progressed by ca mp 's end."
The teens also learned
computer skills, and they
studied Georgian culture,
history, and language with
experienced Georgian teach
ers. For recreation , ca m pers
swam in the Black Sea,
jogged along its shores, and
played hard at Azeri and
Georgian games.
Operating th e camp was
the International. Initiative
for Georgian Development,
a nongovernmental organiza
tion found ed by Weismann
and Lopatin in coopera tion
with Tamta Sharashenidze, a
law student in Georgia, dur
ing a University-led se minar
in Tblisi, Georgia , in summer
2004. Held in a sm all, seas ide
re so rt hotel in Ba tu m i, the
ca mp was supported by the
University and the U.S.
Embassy in Georgia.
"During those four weeks,
I learned a I.ot about the
Georgian mind-set and
Azerbaijani culture," Faust
says. " And as always when
you deal inten sively with
people from anothe r culture,
you learn a lot about yourself."
8

• Wristband
Wards Off
Wrong-Site
Surgeries
Wanting to prevent the
thousands of wrong-site
surgeries occurring in the
United States yearly, Richard
A. Chole has designed a new
device now being used at
Barnes-Jewish Hospital in
st. Louis. The device alerts
the surgical team if a patient's
incision site has not been
marked according to hospital
regulations and those of the
Joint Commission on Accredita
tion of Hospital Organizations.

Chole, who is the Lindburg
Professor of Otolaryngology
and head of the Department of
Otolaryngology, developed the
product, which consists of a
microchip embedded in a wrist
band for the patient to wear
and a specially developed
marker pen, which has a sticker
that can be used to deactivate
the chip. (See photo.)
Surgeons or their designees
use the special pen to mark
the patient's surgical site then

Th e MySci Investigation
Station, which features
interactive exhibits, is a
science-outreach vehiCle
designed for grades K- l

Science Stars in
New Road Show
Ci ence education is go ing
mobile in St. Louis, thanks
to a Monsanto Fund's $3.7 mil
lion grant to the University.
The Un ive rsity, in part
nership with the St. Louis
Science Ce nter, Missouri
Botanical Garden, Saint Lou is
Zoo, and the Universit y of
Missouri in St. Loui s, is using
th e funding to develop, build,
and operate two custom
mobile classrooms that will

S
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p rov ide science
ed uca tion program
min g for elemen
tary studen ts.
Using experi
ences a nd exhibits
that are interactive,
the program, called
"MySci: hands-on
science for elemen
tary s tudents, " will
serve as a supplem en t to regular
classroom activities, helping
young students develop
enthusiasm for learning and
doing science .
The fi rs t of the rolling
classrooms is desig n ed for
grades K-2. Ca lled the MySci
Investigation Station, it began
traveling in fall 2005 to
public school s that have low
average scores on the third
grade science Missouri
Achievement Program test.
The University's Office
of Science Outreach directs
the program, and a major
collaborator within the
University h as been the Visual

remove and place the sticker
from the pen onto the wristband
in order to deactivate the chip.
If the chip is still active when a
patient arrives in the hallway
between the pre-operative area
and the operating suite, the
wristband sets off an alarm
there, reminding the surgical
team to mark the site.
In a pilot trial at Barnes
Jewish Hospital, the device
worked well. While enhancing
awareness among medical per
sonnel, it also serves to positively
engage patients in the process.
The technology is inexpensive,
and, to develop and distribute it
nationwide, Chole has been
working with Checksite Medical,
a St. Louis-based company.

Co mmunicatio n s Research
Studio, part of the Sam Fox
School of Design &. Visual
Arts. The studio, w hich
dedicated six art faculty
m e mbers, six students, and
three alumnae fellows,
worked closely with Science
O utreach , tea ch e rs, and
other partn e rs to c reate the
program 's content, develop
and design the vehicle, name
and brand the prog ram , a nd
develop and design marke t
ing and curricular m ateri a ls.
Other collaborators
includ ed graduate students in
Arts &. Sciences' Department
of Education, who reviewed
early-childhood programs
and advised on evaluation
plans, and graduate students
in the Olin School of
Business, who researched
costs a nd operations.
CORRECTIONS
The editors regret the following
errors in the fall 2005 issu e:
The pho to on page 4 shou ld have
been credi ted to Vi rgi nia Miller. • In
the featu re on homelessness, Davi d
E. Po llio should have been iden tified
as an associa te professor of social
work . • On the back cover, Vicki
Friedman should have been identi
fied as creator of the scarf-making
component of the Arts as Healin g
program, not the enti re program.
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o

I am interested in providing a bequest for Washington University in my estate plan. Please
contact me.

o

I am interested in creating a named endowed fund for Washington University in my estate
plan. Please contact me.

o

Send the booklet, Planning Your Wi1l: Insights and Options.

o

Iwish to become a Robert S. Brookings Partner. I have included Washington University in
my estate plan through my:

o
o
o

will or trust
retirement plan assets
other
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Address _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __
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Daytime Phone
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GIVE OTHERS A WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE:

Create your own legacy.
Ed and Pam deZevallos wanted to leave a legacy to
Washington University, so they have provided a bequest to support endowed
scholarships at the University.

Robert S. Brookings, William Greenleaf Eliot, Helen R. Umrath ... the list goes on. Have
you thought about the legacy YOU can create at Washington University?
You can leave your legacy through a bequest in your estate plan, which may:
• Support important University programs that serve society.
• Support future programs of your school.
• Endow a professorship, scholarship, or research fund in your name or that of a
family member.
• Provide you with estate tax benefits.
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To leave your legacy at Washington University...
Contact the Office of Planned Giving to discuss how you can support Washington University through your estate plan.

• Call 314-935-5848 or 800-835-3503 • Complete the attached reply card
• E-mail us at plannedgiving@wustl.edu • Visit us at http://plannedgiving.wustl.edu

Nurturing a Network
of_Global_Leaders__
The McDonnell
International Scholars
Academy establishes
worldwide partnerships
to prepare tomorrow's
leaders for progressively
more global challenges.

to survive and thrive, and represents a
first step toward creating a forum of top,
educated minds to help foster that."

Exceptional training for excep
tional students

The first cohort of more tha n 20
Academy scholars will begin work at
Washington University in fall 2006.
John C. Danforth, a former
These future leaders, across all graduate
US. senator from Missouri, is
disciplines at Washington University,
a member of the McDonnell
will h ave all expenses paid, including
International Scholars Academy's
tuition, room, board, and travel.
external advisory committee.
The extracurricular program for
McDonnell Academy scholars includes
leadership training, cultural events,
n our increasingly interconnected world, our chal
seminars, and workshops with experts in key areas, con
lenges-in fighting disease, nurturing a sustainable
ferences on crucial issues, and St. Louis and WaShington,
environment, advancing prosperity, and providing
D.C., sessions with U.S. gove rnment policymakers and
security-knOW no borders.
grant administrators, according to Wrighton.
To deal with these problems, a growing international
To help guide and enhance the educational experi
network of future leaders, top researchers, businesses,
ence for McDonnell Academy scholars, each is paired
and premier universities will collaborate, cooperate,
with a Washington University faculty member, who
and compete in finding solutions.
serves as an ambassador-mentor and assists in the
That's the hope and the promise of the newly inaug
grad uate scholar's acade mic and professional life. These
urated McDonnell International Scholars Academy at
a mbassadors also will travel annually with th e scholar
Washington University.
to the scholar's alma ma ter and work to build relation
Launched by Washington University and 15 lea ding
ships between WaShingto n University and th e partner
Asian university partners with a $10 million endowment
university.
commitment from John F. McDonnell, GB '67, and the JSM
"While the Academy nurtures a network of the
Charitable Trust, the McDonnell Academy enrolls exceptional
world's premier graduate students and future leaders
grad uate and professional students from university partners
in a unique educational experience across diSCiplinary,
around the world . The Academy not o nl y provides them
cultural, and nati o nal boundaries, it also establishes
rigorous graduate instruction in their chosen degree areas
new co nnections among the university partners," says
but also, uniquely, steeps them in a cultural, political, and
James v. Wertsch , Academy director.
soc ial education program designed to prepare them
"Most academi C connections are usually developed
as future leaders knowl edgea ble about th e United States,
along the lines of narrowly defined intellectu a l interests.
other countries, and critical international issues. Other
In co ntrast the McDon nell Academy brings toge ther a
important support comes from nine multinational corpora
ready-made network of un ive rsities and top mind s in all
tions and several other foundations and indi vidua l donors.
areas to talk about world problems-whethe r it be SARS,
"The accelerating global iza tion and commercialization
terrorism, or pollutio n ," says Wertsch, also th e Marshall
of knowledge, info rmation, and technology to lls the end
S. Snow Professor in Arts & Sciences and director of
of the ivo ry tower and the insula rity of educati o nal and
international and area studies. "Just as technology has
o the r institutions," says Washington University Chancellor
become globalized, so have our challenges. The Academy
Mark S. Wrighton . "The McDonnell Interna tional Scholars
is just one effort-a demonstration proj ect-to address
Academy acknowledges that the increasingly interdepen
that fact. We hope that in 20 years it will be seen as the
dent world needs mutu al understanding and coopera tion
premier project of its sort :('
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Inaugural partnerships in Asia
Wrighton says that Asia's burgeoning economic,
John F McDonnel/, vice chairman of the Universir/s Board of Trustees,
educational, and geopolitical importance, and
discusses the McDonnel/lnternational Scholars Academy with reporter
I Ching Ng of Mlng Pao Monthly, based in Albany, New York, at a press
Washington University's existing Asian ties, led to
conference on October 79 at the Overseas Press Club in New York City
the inaugural partnerships with universities there.
The International Advisory Council for Asia (lACA),
The Academy will be guided, in part, by an
consisting of more than 40 members from Asia and the
external advisory committee headed by John C.
United States, ranks primary among those ties . "The
Danforth, former U.S. ambassador to the United
IACA deserves major credit for advice and counsel on
Nations and former U.S. senator from Missouri.
the vision, mission, and structure of the McDonnell
Committee
members include Strobe Talbott,
Academy," says Wrighton.
president of The Brookings Institution and former
Washington University also boasts an Executive
U.S. deputy secretary of state; John F. McDonnell,
MBA program at Fudan University in Shanghai. Further,
retired chairman of the board of McDonnell Douglas
10 percent of its faculty and staff and 75 percent of its
Corporation and vice chairman of the Washington
in ternational students are from Asia. However, Wrighton
University Board of Tmstees; Stephen F. Brauer, vice
envisions future McDonnell Academy partnerships with
chairman of the Washington University Board of
universities not only in Asia, but also in Europe, Australia,
Trustees and former U.S. ambassador to Belgium;
Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa, and he is
and
representatives from nine multinational spon
working to foster stronger relationships there.
soring corporations.
University partners, from which McDonnell Academy
In addition, the Academy, Wrighton, and
scholars are being invited to apply, now include Peking
Wertsch will be advised by a cross-disciplinary
University in Beijing, University of Tokyo, Fudan University
Washington University faculty steering committee,
in Shanghai, Tsinghua University in Beijing, Yonsei
which will serve as an admissions committee.
University in Seoul, Indian Institute of Technology in
Pratim Biswas, the Stifel & Quinette Jens Professor
Bombay, Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok, China
of Environmental Engineering Science and a mem
Agricultural University in Beijing, National University of
ber of the Academy's faculty steering committee,
Singapore, University of Indonesia, Seoul National
wishes that he had had an opportunity like the
UniverSity, University of Hong Kong, Korea University in
one offered by the McDonnell Academy when he
Seoul, Chinese University of Hong Kong, and National
was a graduate student.
Taiwan University in Taipei.
"The McDonnell Academy will give future world
Corporations sponsor scholars
leaders-top graduate students doing individual
research-a formalized opportunity to interact, dis
Wrighton adds that corporate interest and participation
cuss,
and learn with those from other universities,
in the Academy are crUCial to its success.
cultures, and diSCiplines, as well as with faculty and
Each of the McDonnell Academy's corporate fellows
mentors from business and government," says Biswas.
is supported by one of its multinational corporate
"They'll investigate global issues that overlap
sponsors. Other Academy scholars-one from each of the
disciplines,
such as environmental questions, and
university partners-are funded by a special Academy
in the process broaden perspectives and form
endowment, says Wrighton. Sponsoring corporations also
relationships and contacts that will aid them later
offer internships and on-site educational opportunities
in the larger world.
for corporate fellows.
"I wish such a program existed when I joined
At this time sponsoring corporations are Boeing,
Caltech as an international graduate student 25
SI:. Louis; Cabot Corp., Boston; Charoen Pokphand
years ago," Biswas continues, "coming from the
Indonesia, Jakarta, Indonesia; Coming Inc., Corning,
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay-I would
New York; Emerson, SI:. Louis; Monsanto Co., SI:. Louis;
have
loved to participate in it. " ['e']
Nestle Purina PetCare Co., SI:. Louis; Rohm and Haas,
Philadelphia; and Tyco Healthcare/Mallinckrodt, SI:. Louis.

Rick Skwlot is a free-lance w riter based in Sl. Louis.
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Weighing
Answers to
Obesity
At the Center for Human
Nutrition, Danforth Professor
Samuel Klein and fellow
researchers manage obesity and
nutrition on multiple fronts.
By Judy H. Watts

~

i

II

T

rust me, I've been through the mill," says Beth Henk of the emotional anguish she
has endured because of obesity. The program manager of Washington University's
Weight Management Program, Henk has lost 445 pounds: first 200 pounds at the Diet
Center and then 245 pounds at the Weight Management Program, an arm of the
Center for Human Nutrition, which gastroenterologist and nutritional biochemist Samuel
Klein directs. "Before I met Dr. Klein, I had gone to doctors who could only berate me. I'm
Caucasian, and it was as if they were telling me: 'Tomorrow, I want you to be an African
American male. I don't know how you're going to do it, but that's what you should
become.' By the next day they would have forgotten about me, but I always remembered
the cruel things they said.
"And if you do forget about your weight for a few mjnutes," Henk continues, "a guy on
the street will yell, 'Why don't you go on a diet?' or someone sitting in a car in the next
lane will make a pig sound at you."
In a culture that glorifies underweight-but-often-strategically-augmented bodies whi.le
it entices everyone to ingest oversized portions of calorie-rich food, millions suffer pain
and prejudice because of what they weigh. According to the U.S. Department of Health

Above: Samuel Klein is the William H. Danforth Professor of Medicine and Nutritional
Science, and director of the Center for Human Nutrition.
WINTER 2005
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"Obesity represents a bad interaction between our environment
and our genes, " Klein says. "We are genetically programmed
to consume food and store excess food energy as fat. At the
same time, we have labor-saving devices, motorized transpor
tation, sedentary work and entertainment-our surroundings
actually make it difficult
to be physically active!
Plus, we have calorie
dense food at our
fingertips. It's a deadly
combination. "

Danforth Professor Samuel Klein (left) confers with Bernard Miller III, a Weight
Management Program physician, regarding patient Mary Hornbostal. Hornbostal is a
research subject enrolled in a study evaluating the effects of dietary macronutrient
composition on weigh t loss and obesity-related medical complications.

and Human Services (DHHS), nearly two-thirds of
American adults are overweight; 30.5 percent are obese.
Childhood obesity is also epidemic: As many as 1 in 5
children are overweight, DHHS reported in 2002; numbers
have doubled in the past two to three decades. The
increase includes adolescents and aJl age, race, and gender
groups. Obese children are now developing diseases once
found only in adults, such as Type 2 diabetes; many suffer
from low self-esteem and depression; and they tend to
become heavy adults.
Excessive weight takes a severe toll on the body as well
as the psyche-putting adults at risk for diabetes; heart
disease; stroke; hypertension; gallbladder disease; osteo
arthritis; sleep apnea and other breathing problems; and
uterine, breast, colorectal, kidney, and gallbladder cancer.
"With premature death on the ri se and the illness, suf
fering, and economic costs that accompany obesity, we're
experiencing the dark side of our technological growth,"
says Samuel Klein, the William H. Danforth Professor of
Medicine and Nutritional SCience, and director of the
Center for Human Nutrition (CHN). His responsibilities
at CHN include medical director and program founder of
the Weight Management Program, director of the Clinical
Nutrition Research Unit, and director of the Veronica and
14
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Robert C. Atkins Center for Excellence in Obesity
Medicine. Klein also is chief of the Division of Geriatrics
and Nutritional Science and associate program director of
the General Clinical Research Center, both at the School
of Medicine, and past president of the North American
Association for the Study of Obesity and the American
Society of Clinical Nutrition . (His list of scientific publica
tions is similarly indicative of his expertise and energy.)
"ObeSity represents a bad interaction between
our environment and our genes," Klein continues.
"We are genetically programmed to consume food and
store excess food energy as fat. At the same time, we
have labor-saving devices, motorized transportation,
sedentary work and entertainment-our surroundings
actually make it difficult to be physically active! Plus,
we have calorie-dense food at our fingertips. It's a
deadly combination."
To help restore Americans' health and ultimately
prevent obesity from developing, Klein and his colleagues
at CHN have mounted a multiple-tined attack on obesity:
pioneering research; one-of-a-kind community programs
for children, families, and the elderly; all-too-rare nutrition
education for m edical students; and a caring clinical
program for the public (see page 17).

How Do You Score?
The body-mass index is a measure of body fat
based on height and weight that applies to both
men and women. To calculate your score, multiply
your weight in pounds by 704, divide by height in
inches, and divide again by height in inches.
Results:

<18.5, underweight with increased health risks;
18.5-24.9, normal with normal health risks;
25,0-29.9, overweight with increased health risks;
30.0-34.9, category Obese I with high health risks;
35.0-39.9, Obese II with very high health risks;

,

40, Obese III with extremely high health risks.

(t

f

Nada A Abumrad is a renowned cellular lipid physiologist. As the
Dr Robert C. Atkins Professor of Medicine and Obesity Research,
she holds the nation 's first endowed chair specifically dedicated to
obesity research.

First front: pioneering research
The research portion of the Center for Human Nutrition is
supported primarily with a Clinical Nutrition Research Unit
(CNRU) grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
one of only eight nationwide. Today, $35 million in NIH
grants help support the 78 Washington University investiga
tors in the CNRU--a dramatic increase since its inception six
years ago with grants of $13 million . "The Clinical Nutrition
Research Unit helps advance investigators who then obtain
additional grants that help SUpp0l1 the unit," says Klein. "It's
a whirlwind of strength that keeps getting stronger!"
Research is directed at understanding the mechanisms
responsible for the subcellular changes obesity produces, which
in broadest terms affect the normal breakdown of food, its
transformation into energy, and its storage, and lead to meta
bolic disease. One NIH grant funds a m ajor effort to pinpoint
the relationship betvveen obesity and the growing problem of
nonalcoholic fatty-liver disease. Increased fat in liver cells can
become associated with inflammation, fibroSiS, and even cir
rhosis, Klein explains, noting that while an estimated 25 per
cent of American adults--excluding akoholics and hepatitis C
carriers-have fatty-liver disease, 80 percent of very obese peo
ple suffer from it, and about 2 percent of those have cirrhosis.

In a multi-ce nter NIH study, researchers are, in part,
examining low- and high-carbohydrate diets' effects on
bones, kidneys, blood vessels, and exercise tolerance. Still
other CRNU investigators explore treatment approaches
ranging from liposuction (which does not mitigate disease)
to diet, devices, and medication.
To complement the powerhouse of talent conducting
research on the whole-body level with human participants,
Klein in 2004 recruited renowned cellular lipid physiologist
Nada A. Abumrad. As the Dr. Robert C. Atkins Professor of
Medicine and Obesity Research (a chair established with a
gift from the Atkins Foundation), Abumrad holds the
nation's first endowed professorship specifically dedicated
to obesity research . A specialist in the biology and physiol
ogy of adipocytes, or fat-storage cells, her CNRU collabora
tions will "provide tremendous opportunities to evaluate
interesting hypotheses and translate her discoveries to
applicatiOns that will. help patients," Klein says.
Abumrad has identified a cell protein called CD36
that helps long-chain fatty acids enter muscle and fat tissue.
She is now working with the heart and intestine. "We
are looking at how this protein-regulated by diet and
hormones-affec ts susceptibility to becoming obese,
W INTER 2005
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Richard Stein (left), research assistant professor of medicine, is director of the Center for Human Nutrition's Family Lifestyle
Intervention Pilot Program. Above, Stein meets with Susan Garcia and Keith Bohacik, who are participants, along with Bohacik's
son and Garcia's son and daughter (working with trainer in background), in a one-year School of Medicine pilot study looking
at the effects of families exercising together at the West County Family YMCA in Chesterfield, Missouri.

diabetic, or atherosclerotic," she says. Abumrad suspects
that CD36 level is a major factor in some fat-storage differ
ences between men and women, and that the gene that
expresses it may playa role in individual reactions to diet.

Reaching the community
"No medical center alone can treat the major epidemic
of obesity," says Klein, "and that's why, thanks to the
generosity of philanthropists, BJC HealthCare, and
Washington University, we're treating people in a com
munity setting and testing theoretical knowledge of best
approaches. Our models may help other communities."
CHN's Family Lifestyle Intervention Program, or FLIP,
directed by Richard Stein, research assistant professor of
medicine, is a one-year pilot study in partnership with the
West County Family YMCA in Chesterfield, Missouri.
Because children lose weight and exercise more effectively
when their families are involved, entire households stream
to the Y for meetings with a behavior therapist, a dietician,
and an exercise physiologist over nine months. "Everyone
likes the program, and they're all losing weight," Klein
reports. "The data so far look very encouraging."
Underserved elderly adults in the community are served
by the Nutrition Education Assessment and Treatment
program, or NEAT. Initiated by community health activist
David Yawitz and directed by Monique Williams, instructor
16
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in medicine, NEAT provides two health fairs a month
and interactions with health-care providers that are new
to most elderly people. In the course of an hour, they
receive nutritional-health, cognitive-function, and
physical-status evaluations, and pharmacists review their
medications. Many report that they've learned what to
do for themselves and what to discuss with their doctor.
NEAT also partners with the OASIS Institute, which pro
vides follow-up intervention to improve frail individuals'
functioning in the community. Founder Marylen Mann,
A.B. '57, M.A. '59, established the national organization
to enrich the lives of older adults.
"We could never have launched programs like these
without the generous support we received from the Atkins
Foundation, which established the Veronica and Robert C.
Atkins Center for Excellence in Obesity Medicine; BJC
HealthCare; the Kilo Diabetes Foundation; and the David A.
and Linda S. Yawitz Fund in Geriatrics and Community
Science," Klein says emphatically. "We are grateful to
them-and to the BJ Hospital Foundation; Larry Shapiro,
the dean of the medical school; and Kenneth Polonsky,
the Busch Professor of Medicine and chairman of medi
cine, who have supported our efforts in obesity."
For his part, Polonsky expresses appreciation for Klein's
contributions ranging from "patient-oriented research of
the highest quality" to "outstanding" leadership, under
which "the School of Medicine's programs in nutrition

--
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hen Jim Peuster, a 6-foot computer analyst and manager
who lives in Bethalto, Illinois, and works in downtown
St. Louis for Amdocs, Inc., entered the Weight Management
Program in November 2004, he weighed exactly what he did
when he began an OptifasFM diet at then-Deaconess
Hospital in 1987. Although Peuster had initially lost a lot of
weight, it crept back on; he did a second stint in 1991 , mar
ried his wife, Barb, the following year, and then "basically
just kind of let go" until his weight reached 331 pounds.
Once Peuster spotted the Weight Management Program
listing in the Yellow Pages, he placed a ca ll and soon got
with the program . At press time, after 38 weeks, Peuster
has lost 109 pounds- and learned a lot about wise weight
management.

Two years at a glance

and obesity h ave flo urish ed and are n ow rega rded as
amon g the best in the coun try."
"Dr. Klein is terrific; the re's no qu estion abo ut it," says
longtime research collaborator John Miles, professor of
m ed icin e in th e Mayo Cli nic's Divisio n of En docri no logy
and Metaboli sm. "He's a highly creative thin ke r wh o can
forge stron g a llian ces. He also has humil ity, an d it's
absolutely sin cere."

Teaching doctors
As Beth Hen k learned before sh e discovered CHN and
as Klein acknowledges, most doctors don 't know much
about obesity. "Ph ysicians are not eq uipped to manage it,"
Klein says. " Even n ow, th ere's very little training of tha t
sort in m ed ical schools."
Except at the Sch ool of Med icine. In addition to
lectures, seminars, an d h ands-on cl in ica l ro tation s in
obesity and nutrition, the Center for Human Nutritio n is
using fund s from the Atkins Fou ndation endowment to
support a first-of-it s-kind nu trition and obesity educa tion al
program of Web-based in te rac tive modul es in which
students ca n fo llow pa tien ts' progress. Med ical students
observe trea tm ents an d results, study slides and question s
an d an swers, and take a tes t beforeh an d and afterwa rd to
m easure acq u ired knowledge. Again , says Klein, open
h ea rted p hilanth ropy made it a ll possible.
A man wh o Polonsky adds is "energetic a nd ent rep re
n eurial" an d who Hen k says is "grea t at multi-taski n g,"
Klein is m ovin g h riskly forward on all CHN fro n ts. And as
h e and his colleagues con tinue to examine th e connectio n
between obesity and disease, Klein says: "We migh t be
able to block the link. Th e expertise and collegiali ty of the
facul ty h ere m ake Washi ngton Unive rsity an ou tstanding 
institu tion for addressing the key cl inical and research
issues in obesity."
Judy H. Watts is a free-lance writer based in Santa Barbara, Cali fornia, and
a former editor of the magazine .
For more information on the Center for Human Nutrition, please visi t :
http://chn.im.wustl .edu/.

The patient-supported program starts with a comprehensive
physical evaluation, a psychological profile, and a nut rition
assessment. During its three stages, patients see doctors and
medical assistants, behavior counselors, registered dietitians,
and physical therapists in a supportive, nonjudgmental
atmosphere. Stage 1 (20 weeks): Weekly meetings of a small,
fixed group of people who support one another as they
learn about all aspects of weight management and follow
individualized meal plans. (Peuster had found the Optifast
regimen easy to follow and requested that meal replace
ments be part of his nutrition plan .) Stage 2 (36 weeks):
Transitions to conventional meal plans; weekly reinforcement
meetings; continued progress in weight loss and exercise.
Stage 3 (1 year): Monthly sessions to support healthy living.

Dieting insights
Based on research, Samuel Klein offers some observations:
• No single diet suits everyone. • How portions are best con
trolled-with meal replacements, low-fat diets, low-carbohy
drate menus, or high-protein plans-depends entirely on the
individual. • Portion control is key, because calories-in, calo
ries-burned is still how everything works. • The key to success
is making lifestyle changes in small steps and stages that can
be incorporated and maintained forever. . Even a small upset
in the energy balance can cause weight gain or loss. Eating as
little as 10 calories a day more than you burn-the equ ivalent
of a LifeSaver™-wili cause more than a pound of fat gain in
one year. • The USDA food pyramid is still evolving. "Not all
fat is bad: In creasing marine fat and mono
unsaturated fatty acids will have positive
health effects," he says. "Too much
refined sugar is bad; too much car
bohydrate could be bad. What
should be considered is a weight
loss diet that also causes healthy
outcomes. One might change
one's diet and not lose weight
but still be healthier than before."
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The Interdisciplinary Environmental
Clinic Is assisting the Missouri
Coalition for the Environment in
Improving water quality in
Missouri's rivers and streams.
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axine Lipe\es has always been pas
sionate about environmental policy.
In high school, she spoke at the
first Earth Day; after earning her
law degree from Harvard, she went
to work first for the Environmental Protection
Division of the Massachusetts Attorney General's
Office, then as an environmental lawyer in private
practice for the St. Louis law firm of Husch and
Eppenberger.
For the past five years, she's brought that passion
to the University's Interdisciplinary Environmental
Clinic (IEC), where she gives law, engineering, and
arts and sciences students the hands-on tools they
need to work on environmental law cases-and to
cross diSciplinary lines and combine their expertise
to do so. Lipeles, senior lecturer in law, and her
students have worked to protect the St. Louis
community by reducing medical wastes, protecting
waterways, mitigating the dangers of lead poisoning,
and even compelling the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to review one of its standards.
The IEC provides its legal and technical services
free of charge, and it only accepts clients-non prof
its and individuals-wh o couldn't otherwise afford
representation . Since there aren't the resources to
take on every case, Lipeles focuses on those with
policy implications that reach beyond the dispute
in questi on-that is, cases whose results will benefit
others over the long term. "Since we're a scarce
resource, we focus our efforts where they're going
to have the greatest impact," Lipeles explains.
Clients learn about the IEC by word of mouth,
as well as through the outreach efforts of the lEe's
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Environmental
Calls
By Janni L. Simner

Community Advisory Board. Those clients
which have included the Missouri Coalition for
the Environment, the Sierra Club, the st. Louis
Lead Prevention Coalition, and private citizens,
among others-know from the start that they
will be working with students, and generally find
this as good an experience as the students do.
"That's because the students put a tremendous
amount of time, energy, and creativity into their
work," Lipeles says. "They make up for their
lack of experience with their enthusiasm and
dedication to what they're doing. The clients
really appreCiate that."
When Lipeles established the IEC in 2000, she
was already teaching environmental law courses
for the School of Engineering & Applied Science.
Those classes had always had an interdisciplinary
bent, appealing not only to engineering students
but also to those in law and arts and sciences.
"I wanted to move the students from a pas
sive form of learning to a more active form,"
Lipeles says of the decision to create the clinic.
She enlisted environmental engineer Frances
(Beth) Martin, lecturer in law and biology, to
co-run the IEC with her. Martin, B.S.C.E. '94,
M.S.Env.E. '96, is engineering and science direc
tor of the clinic; she says what makes the IEC
unique is that it provides technical expertise
alongside its legal expertise-something she says
other St. Louis legal resources lack.
"Maxine is just tremendous," Martin says.
"She really cares about the students, and she has
a remarkable capability for bringing out the best
in them. "

Because the resources
are not available to
take on every case,
founder Maxine Upeles
focuses the efforts of
the Interdisciplinary
Environmental Clinic on
those with policy impli
cations that reach
beyond the dispute in
question.
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Maxine Lipe/es (nght) gives students the hands-on tools they need to work on environmental law cases.
Above, Lipeles confers with (from left to right) Megan Beesley Arts & Sciences Class of '06 (environ
mental studies); Melissa Hall, third-year law student, Joseph Slawinski, third-year law student; and Kate
Miller, BS '04, Engineering and Science Fellow, at the River Des Peres in St. Louis.

ach semester, Lipeles and Martin admit
16 students to the IEC: eight students
from the School of Law, and eight graduate
and undergraduate students from the
School of Engineering & Applied Science (in the
Environmental Engineering Science Program) and
Arts & Sciences (in the Environmental Studies
Program). Medical students also sometimes partici
pate. Clinic students are quickly divided into teams,
with at least one law student and one technical
student in each group, and then assigned to cases.
The teams spend the rest of the semester working
on those cases, under Lipeles' and Martin's guid
ance . In addition to the weekly course seminar,
students meet one-on-one with either Lipeles (for
law students) or Martin (for technical students).
They also meet as a team with both instructors.
Lipeles and Martin provide guidance, but they don't
tell the students exactly how to approach cases.
"We try to limit how directive we are, because of
the value of learning by doing," Lipeles says. She
and Martin work extensively with students behind
the scenes-helping them write and rewrite docu
ments, practicing with them for meetings and court
hearings, and generally getting the trial and error
out of the process before they meet with clients.

E
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Lipeles and Martin also work to bridge any
communication gaps between law students and
technical students. "There is a bit of a tension
there," Lipeles says. "How you phrase a sentence,
how you pitch an argument, is going to differ [by
discipline]." Lipeles encourages students to use
their differences to help serve clients. "I think
those differences are healthy. Where there's the
most tension is provably where the arguments are
the softest, and it's important to figure that out."

O

ne of the first cases the IEC took on was
brought to the clinic by a Washington
University medical student. The student
was leading an environmental coalition
concerned about the bypass stack on a medical
incinerator in North St. Louis. The stack lacked
pollution controls, allowing it to potentially
release mercury and dioxins into the surrounding
community.
Students were involved in all aspects of the case.
Law students looked at the legal standards behind
the incinerator permit, while engineering and arts
and sciences students examined technical data to
see whether those standards were being met.
Students drafted legislation to increase the city's

"We try to limit how direc
tive we are, because of the
value of learning by doing,"
Upeles says.

regulation of medical waste incinerators,
testified at state hearings, met with regulators,
spoke at community meetings, and addressed
the St. Louis Board of Aldermen.
In the end, the company decided to shut its
incinerator down, and it began sterilizing the
wastes it had previously been burning. The
company remained in business and no jobs
were lost, "but the incinerator was closed, so
the community was protected," Lipeles says.
Not all cases are unqualified victories.
When cement supplier Holcim wanted to
Beth Martin (right), lEe engineering and science director, meets one
build a plant on the banks of the Mississippi
on-one with aI/science students in the clinic. Above, she reviews a site
River, the lEe ultimately settled out of court,
map for a facility in a clinic case with Alison Drain, Arts & Sciences
allowing the plant to be built in return for a
Class of '06 (earth &planetary sciences and environmental studies)
conservation easement and funds for environ
mental programs. "The students had mixed
feelings," Lipeles says. "Just like the clients did, just
like I did." But those students learned from the case,
practice, with real clients whose well-being relies
too; they were part of the process of negotiating the
on you . What you do really matters.
settlement and worked closely with the clients. "There
"And the community benefits by being a little
were tangible gains to be had by settling," Lipeles
cleaner and safer for our Victories," Schade adds.
says. "And we did get some benefits, some controls
that wouldn't have been there without our efforts."
·peles began teaching at the University in
The lEe has been most successful, perhaps, in
1990--first part time, later full time. Before
working to reduce the dangers of lead exposure. As
establishing the lEe, she served as director of
a result of the clinic's work, St. Louis children in
the Environmental Engineering Science
high-risk areas are now required to be tested regularly
Program for five years. She's also co-authored two
for lead poisoning. Families near a lead smelter in
environmental law casebooks, Hazardous Waste
the Missouri town of Herculaneum have been able to
and Water Pollution.
move to safer locations, and the smelter'S operations
She says she enjoys the complexity of environ
have come under greater scrutiny. Further, the EPA
mental law, and that she also enjoys doing work
has agreed to review its airborne lead standard-a
that matters. "Given that life is short, I feel this is
review that's legally required to take place every five
a worthwhile field to work in. There are still a lot
years but that is now IS years overdue.
of questions, and a lot of uncharted territory."
"The fact that the accuracy of our work could
But Lipeles finds addressing those questions as
affect the outcome of the case adds pressure," says
exciting as it is challenging. "The hopeful part is
environmental studies major Rachel Permut, A.B. '02.
that I think most people, regardless of politics,
"But knowing that you can contribute in a real-world
• care about environmental quality. They care about
situation makes the extra work worth it."
having the world be at least as good for our grand
Rebecca Schade, a third-year law student, spent
children as [it is] for us."
both a semester and a summer working for the lEe.
"It got me a lot closer to feeling like a lawyer,
Janni L. Simner. A.B. ·89. is a free-lance writer based in Tucson.
Arizona.
and not just a student," she says. "The lEe is real
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HOW OUR

Memories
Shape Us
According to foremost memory scholar
Pascal Boyer, what's happening in people's
minds-possibly how our brains are

.,

organized-influences human cultures.
BY KRISTIN TENNANT

A

pecific smell-perhaps of leather or a cup
of Earl Grey tea-can evoke a powerful
memory. Other memories emerge
suddenly to protect us from danger,
allowing us to apply what we've learned from past
mistakes. Family members can argue endlessly over
conflicting memories of a certain holiday or vacation.
Even firsthand journalistic accounts and history
books often can't seem to agree on the details of a
Significant moment in time.
Memory, it seems, is a universal and endlessly
relevant topic, one that has an enormous impact on
how our individual and cultural identities are shaped.
But in spite of the prominent role of memory in our
world, one of the foremost scholars in the field,
Pascal Boyer, was a bit of an oddity without a
home until he arrived at Washington University in
2000 as the Henry Luce Professor of Individual and
Collective Memory in Arts & Sciences.
"It was an astounding thing to discover-they
were looking for exactly the strange kind of animal I
am," says Boyer, whose work integrates aspects of

I
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evolution, cognition, and culture. "I had never quite
fit into any single department or position before."
But Arts & Sciences wanted Boyer for good reason.
Boyer, who also directs the Henry R. Luce Program in
Individual and Collective Memory, earned a doctorate
in anthropology from Paris-Nan terre and taught at
Cambridge University; he is the author of four books
and more than 40 journal articles and book chapters
around the study of memory. Washington University
is a perfect fit for Boyer because it is the only univer
sity in the world addressing memory in this broad,
integrated sense, according to James Wertsch, the
Marshall S. Snow Professor in Arts & Sciences and one
of the developers of the Luce Program.
"Already in the 1990s there was an upsurge of
interest in human memory-both individual and
collective-in the public and in academic discussions
around the world, but no one had created a general
initiative on memory studies to examine memory in
the broad sense," says Wertsch. liThe more we thought
about this, the more we realized we should jump at
the opportunity. Washington University is the most

inter
discipli
nary place I
have ever been,
or ever even heard
of, so we had a
unique opportunity to
corne up with something not
usuaUy found in universities in the
U.S. or elsewhere in the world ."
Although memory studies programs are rare, the
relevance of the topic is clear. Issues surrounding memory
permeate history, law, politics, literature, psychology,
mediCine, and cultural studies-virtually every area that
has anything to do with people.
"Many problems in culture are memory-related prob
lems," Boyer says. "Can the victim of an assault accurately
name the perpetrator? Ca n historians look at rival
accounts of what has happened in Kosovo or Israel and
determine that one account is the true one? How should
we deal with the memories associated with trauma, like
those surrounding the Holocaust? Many of these issues

have
certainly
been stud
ied, but there
haven't been
attempts to integrate
a\l of those things. That's
the goal of the Luce Program."
It's exactly this kind of integrative
research and teaching that's at the heart of the
Henry R. Luce Program in Individual and Collective
Memory, which was established in 1998. At Washington
University, the Luce Program includes undergraduate
courses, graduate and faculty seminars, and workshops
and conferences. The program's memory studies minor
came into official existence at the beginning of the
2005-06 academic year, and a freshman program,
"Thinking the Past," is set to be added next year.
Although ideas surrounding autobiographical memory
spark most students to take the courses, Boyer's Intro
duction to Memory Studies course demonstrates the
breadth of topiCS covered: individual memory systems,
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episodic and semantic memory, working memory, memory
systems in the brain, amneSia, memory and self, historical
events and personal memories, remembered events and
the construction of collective identity, and processes of
knowledge transmission. That list alone opens the floodgates
of possible further applications for students in almost any
discipline, as Wertsch points out.
"The fact that we have memory studies as a minor means
that students and faculty are
having diSCUSSions
across diScipli
nary and

departmental boundaries that hardly ever happen," Wertsch
says. "It has been a fantastic learning experience for all of us."

B

oyer exudes the naturally inquisitive personality of
a true scientist- he asks as many questions as he
answers: What happens to a person's memory and
therefore sense of identity when that person's parents
die? How does memory-particularly conflicting memories
play into how we teach history? How is it possible that
although certain massacres clearly happened there are
people who say they didn't? If no one who was a slave is alive
today, how do we understand slavery? Is the past negotiable
in terms of how Supreme Court judges treat cultural trans
missions? And as more and more contested accounts of
the past are communicated via the Internet, how do
you sort through it all to the truth?
"My patterns of aSking questions come mostly
from my teaching," Boyer says. "I start the
course with the students' questions. This works
better than tellin g them: 'I'm going to tell yo u
what the real questions are and provide the
answer to those.'"
Boyer's clinical and field research takes
the matter even deeper. In essence, Boyer
focuses on answering this question:
What's happening in our brains when we
remember and relay cultural knowledge,
norms, and preferences? Ultimately, he
wants to show how our brains and the
way they are organized influence human
cultures. This is tru e, Boyer proposes,
because certain types of ideas are easier

"I became interested in how
people across generations could
transmit culture without liter
acy," Boyer says. "Generations
of people in Africa were able to
remember extraordinarily long
stories that could take eight or
more hours to tell, just by relying
on memory techniques. It was
fascinating and led me to my
interest in what was actually
happening in people's minds as
they reca lied these stories."
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than others to acquire and communicate, so
they become the ideas that are most readily
embraced and stabilized.
These ideas first emerged for Boyer when,
as an anthropologist, he began studying
memory through extensive field research
focusing on the transmission of oral epics in
Africa. "I became interested in how people
across generations could transmit culture
without literacy" Boyer says. "Generations
of people in Africa were able to remember
extraordinarily long stories that could take
eight or more ho urs to tell, just by relying
on memory techniques. It was fascinating
and led me to my interest in what was
actually happening in people's minds as
they recalled these stories."
The next logical step was for Boyer to
begin training in psychology, aJJowing him
to meld empirical research with his fi eld
research. Soon he was researching the
transmission of religious concepts. In his
well-known and debated book Religion

Explained: Tile Evolutionary Origills of Religious
Thought (Random House, 2001), Boyer
organized his argument around a series
of questions, many of which are chapter
titles: Why do gods and spirits matter? Why
is religion about death? Why doctrines,
exclusion, and violence?
Recently, Boyer has worked in his lab
with young children , seeking to describe
their most fundamental concepts and then
Pascal Boyer is the Henry R. Luce Professor of Individual and Collective Memory His
to study how those concepts affect the acqui
research integrates evolution, cognition, and culture, and it has found a true home at the
sition of cultural knowledge. In particular,
University, where the study of memory is being addressed in a broad, integrated manner
Boyer has looked at number and memory
the ability preschoolers have to understand
number concepts before they learn to count.
and the questions he asks back to everyday life. In particu
"We've been trying to understand which numerical
lar, Boyer, whose second child was born in 2005, fully
aspects stem from memory," says Boyer. "For instance,
recognizes the most basic faSCinations with memory, from
very young children are able to understand who is a good
how our memories shape us to the ways we try to shape
provider-who gives them m ore cookies. So do children
our memories.
have a good idea of the variance of resources? Who can
"As parents, we try to create these wonderful memories
be trusted to give you candy regularly, but not very much,
for our children, but they tend to remember rather banal
as opposed to who is more generous yet more sporadic?
details," Boyer says. "My 3-year-old son remembers much
These are the types of questions we are looking at."
more about the terminals in the Chicago airport than
the beauty of the mountains in Montana we went to see.
is often the case with any type of research,
But it is quite likely children remember the details that
one idea or finding leads to another. With Boyer,
are most important to their development, not what we
the ideas seem to virtually tumble over one
imagine they'll remember."
another. The psychology of ritual is Boyer's
Boyer doesn't see his ho me as a fieldwork site, though.
most current focus . The questions are new ones, but
"1 play the clarinet, and my son finds it ' painful in the
closely related to those he's asked in his studies of
ears,' which 1 suppose creates memories," Boyer jokes.
religion and children: Why do people engage in ritual
"A t times I try to give my son cues about something that
when they seem to be a waste of time? Why are children
happened six months ago to see what he remembers, but I
so tied to rituals? Why are there many similarities in
generally try to stay away from that. I have enough 2- to
rituals belonging to completely different cultures? And
S-year-olds in my lab. I generally just focus on enjoying my
how does enacting rituals affect mem o ry?
own children and making my own memories with them." ['g]
The questions are big and the research is complex,
but Boyer is always able to bring his interest in memory
Kristin Tennan t is a free-lance w riter based in Urban a, Illinois
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Phyllis Bigpond, MS W 72, is the executive director of the Denver Indian Family Resource Center

talented and devoted American Indian students
determined to "give back" to the communities
from which they come.
The Buder Center prepares social work students
for the special challenges of working within
American Indian populations through a specialized
program of study, research into social work topics of
vital importance to American Indian populations

nationwide, and outreach and educational programs
such as an annual powwow and American Indian
Awareness Week held on campus every spring.
"Across Indian country, the School has a great
reputation ," says Phyllis Bigpond, M.S.W. ' 72, exec
utive director of the Denver Indian Family Resource
Center. Though she graduated from the School long
before the Buder Center was established, Bigpond
has returned often, and she received a Distinguished
Alumni Award in 2002. She and the three other
alumni profiled here, along with multiple social work
graduates, have formed a far-flung network of pro
fessionals in leadership positions across the country.

three weeks every month, on aver
age. But this year her job yielded an
unexpected emotional reward: She
met some members of her tribe, the
Gitxsan Nation based in Hazelton,
British Columbia, for the first time
when she traveled there in
November to lead a workshop.
Clifford spent the bulk of her
childhood in Nashville, Tennessee,
where her American Indian father
worked as a country music singer.
When she first arrived as a student
at Washington University's George
Warren Brown School of Social
Work fresh out of an undergraduate
program at Beloit College, she
thought she wanted to do direct
service work on domestic violence
issues. But one class changed all of
that for her: Professor Eddie Brown's
Chey Clifford, MS. W '01, is a senior government affairs associate with the National Indian
course, American Indian Social
Child Welfare Association in Portland, Oregon.
Welfare Policy and Administrative
Practices.
"I knew there were disproportionate numbers of
Watching out for kids
Indian children in the child welfare system," she says,
In her role as senior government affairs associate with
"but I didn't know that there were so many other
the National Indian Child Welfare Association (NICWA)
political issues affecting Indian child welfare. Professor
in Portland, Oregon, Chey CILfford, M.S.W. '01, has
Brown's class helped me understand some of the
become all too familiar with the tragiC statistics.
nuances of tribal interactions with state and federal
She knows, for example, that suicide is the second
governments and helped me discover a meaningful
most common cause of death for American Indian and
and rewarding career."
Alaska Native youth, and that this population commits
suicide at a rate three times the national average. Also,
Growing stronger families
American Indian and Alaska Native youth are 2.4 times
Five years ago when Phyllis Bigpond, M.S. W. '72,
more likely than white youth to become involved in
moved from Phoenix, her home of 30 years, to Denver
the state and federal juvenile justice systems. And when ·
to become executive director of the newly formed
their lives intersect with the foster care system, Indian
Denver Indian Family Resource Center, she uprooted
children are placed Ollt of their homes at a rate twice
herself from everything that was familiar.
that of other children.
But something about the move struck her as the
What's more, the resources available to help at-risk
right thing to do. "It was just around the time of the
Indian children are woefully inadequate-there is only
millennium, and everyone was talking about change,"
one trained mental health provider for every 17,000
she recalls. "Throughout my career, I had been involved
Indian children nationwide.
with child welfare agencies and also had worked with
"There are so many needs out there for Indian
Indian communities, both on and off reservations," says
children," Clifford says. "At NICWA, we're helping make
the board member of the National Indian Child Welfare
sure that the children get the services they need in order
Association and former field office director for Save the
to have a healthy lifestyle."
Children. "So it seemed like an opportunity to bring all
Clifford monitors national legislation regarding
of those experiences together."
children's issues, including mental health and juvenile
The Denver Indian Family Resource Center was
justice legislation. She also offers training and technical
founded out of a community concern for Indian chil
assistance, primarily to tribal and state representatives
dren and families in crisis. "We had a disproportionate
nationwide, as a means of encouraging advocacy for
number of Indian children who were placed in foster
Indian children.
care," says Bigpond, "and there was concern that they
On a personal level, this commitment means spend
were not being served in a culturally appropriate way."
ing a lot of time on the road. Clifford travels two to
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To date, the Center has worked with tribal members
in 68 of the 100 Denver-area tribes, intersecting with
child welfare authorities in the seven-county metropoli
tan area. The goals include strengthening families to
help them avoid the child welfare system altogether,
reuniting families where the parents have temporarily
lost custody of their children, and collaborating with
other organizations to enforce the tenets of the Indian
Child Welfare Act, which encourages the placement of
Indian children within their tribes.
'Through the years, a lot of children have been
removed early on. People have not always had good
experiences with social workers, and some of that feeling
lingers on," Bigpond says. "And people do care about
their children, but sometimes other things get in their
way and they can't cope."
Where possible, the Center tries to find ways for
Indian children to remain connected to their culture
even if they can no longer live with their parents.
Sometimes, this means fostering connections with
extended family. Other times, it means facilitating their
attendance at powwows and introducing them to other
aspects of Indian culture.
"It always makes me sad to see the little children who
can't go home with their families," Bigpond says. "I had
a very good early childhood. I had parents who loved me
and took care of me. I've always wished that all children
could have that good of experience in life." Bigpond, a
Yuchi tribe member, grew up in Oklahoma and attended
boarding school at Haskell Institute in Lawrence, Kansas.
"I went right after high school to get my undergradu
ate degree, and [ always thought that [ wanted to be a
social worker," she says. "A lot of us who saw ourselves
as wanting to help went into the professions of social
work, teaching, and health care." [n her first job in
Arizona after college, Bigpond worked for the Bureau
of Indian Affairs as a child welfare worker.
As a student in the early 1970s, Bigpond says that the
community at large inspired her as much as her experi
ences at the University. Most of all, she says, graduate
school taught her new ways of approaching problems.
"[ will always remember what the dean said when we
were finishing: 'Now you are ready to go out and learn."'

Helping students to succeed
The institution where Virginia Drywater-Whitekiller,
M.S.W. '95, teaches has the highest number of American
Indian students in the country, with about 25 to 28 per
cent representing some 17 tribes. Yet students at colleges
elsewhere often aren't as lucky to have a built-in commu
nity-and the consequences can be significant.
"It's very common to have high attrition rates for
Native American students," says Drywater-Whitekiller,
assistant professor of social work and coordinator of the
Title IV-E Project at Northeastern State University in

Virginia Drywater-Whitekiller, M.S. W '95, is an assistant professor of
social work at Northeastern State University in Tahlequah, Oklahoma.

Tahlequah, Oklahoma. (Title IV-E is a program that
provides scholarships to upper-level students who,
in turn, agree to practice in the field of child welfare
upon graduation.)
After conducting in-depth interviews with
students at four universities that attract significant
populations of fndian students, Drywater-Whitekiller,
who received a Ph.D. from Oklahoma State
University in 2004, has become an expert on what
factors influence a student's chances for success.
"One of the things that I have found is that many
of these students coming from a Native American
background have a desire to reCiprocate and give
back to the community," she says. "Spiritual practice
is also important to the success of Indian students
who succeed. They're using prayer to help them get
through their studies."
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N Levi Esquerra, M.5. ltV '99, 15 program director for Northern Arizona

University's Center for American Indian Economic Development in
Flagstaff.

In order to help American Indian students make it,
she says, it's important that universities reach out not
just to the students but to the people they've left
behind at home. "I think a lot of institutions just do
not understand the sacrifices that the communities
make to send their children away," she says.
"Many of these students are first-generation college
shldents. For most of them, they are the trailblazers,
and they see that as a huge responsibility," says
Drywater-Whitekiller, who is a member of the Cherokee
Nation. "When they succeed, it's not an individualistic
success, but their accomplishment reflects their entire
community."

Getting down to business
"One of the things we learned in school was to
empower people to do the things they want to do with
their lives," says N. Levi Esquerra, M.S.W. '99, program
director for Northern Arizona University's Center for
American Indian Economic Development (CAIED) in
Flagstaff, Arizona. Under his leadership, CAIED has
helped a number of tribal entrepreneurs in Arizona,
New Mexico, and Southern California to realize their
dreams of running successful small businesses.
One of the Center's first projects enabled a Hopi
entrepreneur to open up a print shop on reservation
lands; during the process, Esquerra advised him of
securing approval from his tribal council. Within a
year's time, the business had grown to the point
where the entrepreneur could afford to hire employees
and move the business out of his house and into a
commercial location.

; I
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More recently, Esquerra has been instrumental
in opening up an alternative route to the Grand
Canyon that will direct tourists through Indian
Country, providing many new opporhmities to
tribal entrepreneurs. The route includes a new
open-air, arts-and-crafts market located just
about 15-20 miles from the park entrance.
That's where members of the Cameron Artisan's
Association will sell their wares. (The group had
been temporarily put out of business by a State
of Arizona order that forbade them from selling
their wares in the right-of-way of the road, as
they had done for many years.)
"In the last three years, we've done more
than 100 workshops, and we've trained about
500 entrepreneurs," Esquerra says. CAIED has
also been successful in organizing business
incubators where entrepreneurs can share
resources like a fax machine, office space, etc.,
while they get their businesses up and running.
Though entrepreneurialism drives much of
the business that CAIED helps to nurhlre, a
good many of its projects are much larger in
scope. A call center organized by the White
Mountain Apache Tribe, for example, is
expected to provide upwards of 100 jobs in an
area where unemployment is around 50 percent.
Esquerra, a Chemehuevi Indian who has
served as chairman, council member, and plan
ner for his own tribe, also serves on the board
of the Nineteen Tribal Nations Workforce
Investment Area, an organization that provides
training for displaced workers and creates job
opportunities for them.
In 2003, Esquerra was invited by the U.S. State
Department to tour Argentina and talk with
several indigenous tribes there about economic
development. While in Argentina, Esquerra
instructed the groups on the value of business
basics like SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, oppor
hmities, threats) analysis, and also introduced
the concept of tribal match, whereby a tribe
pursues a business interest only if it correlates
with the group's longtime cultural interests.
Stateside, Esquerra also acts as liaison for
groups that want to do business on tribal land
in Arizona. "We created a book called, Doing
Business with Arizona Indian Tribes," he says. In
Arizona there are 22 officially recognized tribes,
and nearly 28 percent of the state is held in trust
as tribal lands. "Every tribe is different," he says.
"Every tribe has different ordinances.
"I don't want to kill deals, but I want to make
sure there's equity for all," Esquerra says. ~
Gre tchen Lee. A.B . '86, is a free-lance writer based in
San Fra ncisco .
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onathan Haas is not one to beat his own
drum, but ... well ... he's paid to do it and
he's got a lot of them to beat.
Haas, A.B. '75, is a virtuoso timpanist
who has almost single-handedly raised
the status of the timpani to that of a solo
instrument. His career has spanned more than 20
years and several genres of music. From classical
concertos to jazz and rock ' n' roll, from symphonic
masterpieces to the most experimental compositions
of living composers, Haas has championed, commis
sioned, unearthed, and celebrated music for his
instrument, becoming, as Ovation magazine hailed
him, 'The Paganini of the timpani."
For Haas, 51, the allure of playing the timpani (or ket
tledrum) can be found in the physics of the instrument.
"It reaches to the lowest frequencies that we can
hear," says Haas, who lives in Thornwood, New York,
just 30 miles north of Manhattan . "I love low frequen
cies, and 1 think most audience members respond to
low frequenCies. 1 think that's why rock 'n' roll became
so influential and important. It's visceral. It's what
you feel in your shoes and the chair of your seat.
And when the moment is right, that's what makes
live music uplifting. "
Haas' performances in the world's most presti
gious concert halls and his groundbreaking record
ings have delighted critics and listeners around the
globe. He is the principal timpanist of the Aspen
Chamber Orchestra and principal percussionist of the
American Symphony Orchestra. He's a member of the
American Composers Orchestra and has performed with
symphony orchestras all over the world. He has per
formed with rock 'n' roll icons like Emerson, Lake, and
Palmer; Aerosmith ; and Black Sabbath . He has commis
Sioned, performed, and produced concerts and concertos
composed by the likes of Frank Zappa and Philip Glass.
Following a fruitful and eclectic musical youth in the
Chicago area, where he started a Doors cover band at age
13 and went on to play sock hops, Beethoven sym
phonies, jazz, and Sousa marches at New Trier High
School, he came to Washington University in the early
1970s for three reasons, he says: It was only six hours
from Chicago; it was one of the great liberal arts schools
in the United States; and there was a percussion teacher
named Rich O'Donnell, then the principal percussionist
with the Saint LouiS Symphony.
"My story at Washington U. is one of those that
sounds like a movie," says Haas, whose recordings
include both classical and jazz works, including some by
his jazz ensemble, Johnny H. and the Prisoners of Swing.
"But it was very much a dream come true."
When he arrived on campus, the orchestral rehearsal
room was in an actual garage. As a freshman he played
in the orchestra, took classes, and buckled down to
32
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During his long career, Haas has continued
to celebrate the diversity of his instrument
by collaborating with myriad artists,
although his collaboration with Philip Glass,
reSUlting in Glass' Concerto Fantasy for
Two Timpanists and Orchestra, has
been his "Mount Everest," he says.
work. But then, as in every great movie, he had an illuminating
experience. He saw the light. Literally.
"I noticed there was always a light on in the garage late into
the night," he says, "and I stopped in one night about one in the
morning. A perCUSSionist, a graduate student named Andy
Linden, was there. He had a pot of coffee, a carton of cigarettes,
and a stack of music. He beckoned me to come in and watch
what he was dOing. Then, he and I began to stay up all night
practicing together."
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n his sophomore year, Haas' life in music took
another giant leap forward, and the impetus came
from perhaps an unlikely source-a philosophy
professor in a game theory class.
"A t the end of one of his lectures, Professor [Ned]
McClennen said, 'Mr. Haas, can you meet me in my
office?' J had no idea what he wanted. r figured J was flunk
ing. So I got to his office in Brookings, and there he was in
his big leather chair smoking a pipe. This is movie stuff. I
sat down, and he said, 'I've called you in because I was at a
concert last night of the Washington University Orchestra,
and I saw you playing. It looked like you were having the
greatest time of you r life.'
"I said, 'Well , J was.' And he said , 'W h y aren't you
pursuing music as a career? Given the expression on your
face, why don't you do something like that for the rest of
your life?'"
Haas left the meeting and declared music his major. "I
never looked back from that day on," he says.
Percussionist O'Donnell was also a tremendous influence
on Haas, as was another professor who has remained a close
friend, Tom Hamilton, who was in charge of the electronic
music studio. When Hamilton gave Haas a key to the studio,
suddenly he had a place to experiment, rehearse, and record.
"For three years, I lived every night on the music cam
pus," Haas says. "It was a real wild ride. We were doing a
lot of experimentation-a lot of the same things that were
going on in New York and California unbeknownst to us."
Soon, Haas began to create con certs for a contemporary
music group and a percussion ensemble in Graham Chapel.
In 1973, the first concert he produced there featured
performers from the Saint Louis Symphony and attracted
a reviewer from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch .
"Nobody ever said 'no' at Washington U.," he says.
"So when I got m y first 'no,' I never believed it. "
His first celebrated 'no' came yea rs later, after graduate
school at Juilliard and a year spe nt with the Charlotte
(North Carolina) Symphony. It ca me from the Martha Baird
Rockefeller Foundation when he was trying to fund his
Carnegie Recital Hall debut as a timpanist. He got a letter
back that said, basically, "Sorry, we only fund musicians."

Haas was taken aback, but only
for as lon g as it took him to make an
appointment with the head of the
foundation and explain that, in fact,
timpanists are musicians. He got the
funding and the reci tal-the first-ever
such recital a t Carnegie Hall.
His Juilliard training and his love for
the classical repertOire have placed one of
his feet firmly in the world of symphonies and
concertos, while his "wild ride" at Washington University
helped prepare him for the wider musical world as a per
former and producer. While still at Juilliard, he had toured
briefly with the experimental classic rock band Emerson,
Lake, and Palmer, but that was only the beginning.
During his long career, he has continued to celebrate
the diversity of his instrument by collaborating with
myriad artists, although his collaboration with Philip
Glass, resulting in Glass' Concerto Fantasy for Two
Timpanists and Orchestra, has been his "Mount Everest,"
he says. The piece features two timpanists playing seven
timpani each, all downstage in front of the orchestra.
While Haas stays busy performing, he also holds
parallel careers as business owner (o f a percussion rental
service called Kettles and Company that grew out of his
own huge collection of percussion instruments) and as a
dedicated and inspiring teacher. He is the director of the
Peabody Conservatory PerCUSSion Studio (for 22 years) and
a faculty artist of the Aspen Music School (for 20), and he
recently became the director of the Classical Percussion
Performance Department at New York University and a
faculty member of the Juilliard 's Pre-College Division . His
percussion collection now numbers some 800 instruments,
including a 300-year-old, 9-foot-high drum from the
Philippines and the world's largest timpani, a 6-foot-wide
instrument he built himself (see page 31).
So with his hands and feet in so many musical places,
one might think it would be hard to discern where Haas'
musical heart resides. But it's not so tough, as Haas
explains it.
"[My attention] h as to be in a lot of different places
because I'm a teacher, " says Haas, who shares his life in
New York with his wife, Pia, a theater director, and their
three daughters. "It's important for me to embrace all these
different genres--classical, jazz, rock, and world music.
Because if my students don 't sense that I'm dedicated to
all of it and that I love it all-which I rea lly do-they' re
not going to learn what they really need to learn, because
learning is infectious." M
Steve Givens is the assistant to the chancellor and a former editor of this
magazine.
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MY WASHINGTON

ON A MEDICAL MISSION
Alumnu s William T. Shearer practices at Baylor Coll ege of
Medi cine and Texas Children'S Hospital, yet he cont inues to
serve Wa shin gton University and its School of Medicine.

Wi

ilJiam T. Shearer was referred to the
Washington University School of Medicine
by his postdoctoral mentor, Frank R.N. Gurd,
H.S. '57, professor of biochemistry at Indiana
University. Earlier, Gurd had taken a sabba tical at
Washington University while hi s wife, Ruth Gurd,
M.D. '57, was finishing her post-M.D. research with
Paul Lacy, noted WUSTL pathologist and chair of the
Department of PatholOgy. Gurd's referra l came when
Shearer was halfway through a self-devised M.D./Pl1.D.
program, having completed his first year of medical
school before entering graduate schoo l at Wayne State
University in Detroit where, subseq uently, he earned a
Ph.D. degree in 1966. From there he moved to Indiana
University to follow up on immunoch emica l studies of
pancreatic ribonuclease, one of the first proteins whose
amino acid structure was discovered.
"I didn't know much about Washington University,
and at the time I was considering completing my med
ica l studies at the Indiana University Medical School,"
Shearer, M.D. '70, says, "but Ruth Gurd very strongly
encou raged me to apply to Washington University." So
Shearer came to St. Louis, where he met with Professor
Lacy and the medical school's registrar, William Parker.
"Upon lea rning of my background in immunochem
istry, Mr. Parker marched me over to th e immunology
laboratory of his son, Charles W. Parker (M.D. '53),
clearly one of the most intelligent and creative scientists
I have ever met. Charles and his father made such an
impression that I immediately decided to apply to the
Washington University School of Medicine," Shearer
says. He was admitted as a second-yea r studen t in the
Class o f '70. What he remembers most about that year
was th e opportunity to interact with premier, outstand 
ing faculty, such as Professors Stuart Kornfeld, M.D . '62,
Philip Majerus, M.D. '61, and Herman Eisen.
New adventures awaited Shearer as he was exposed
to several areas of practice through clinical clerkships.
Among his fond est memories are faculty members,
such as James P. Keating, H.S . '69, director of house
staff training, and Philip R. Dodge, chair of pediatriCS,
who influenced his career and helped cement his
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connections with the School. "In medical school, I focused
on immunology, but I was always interested in ped iatrics"
-an interest appropriate to someone with a growing fam
ily. Shearer has six adult children: a daughter and five sons.
After graduation Shearer merged clinical interests, first
with a pediatrics residency at St. Louis Children's Hospital
(SLCH) under Dodge, then with a reSidency in allergy!
immunology under Parker at Barnes Hospital and SLCH.
Upon completion of resident training in 1974, Shearer
joined the medical faculty as assistant professor of pedi
atrics and was promoted to associate professor in 1976.
He was named a full professor in 1978. "T was very happy
that Washington University took me on," he says. " It was
a marvelous experience, and I cherish the memories."

I

n 1978, Shearer said goodbye to hi s winter gear
and accepted a faculty position at Baylor College
of Medicine (Baylor) in Houston, Texas, and was
appointed to the medical staff of Texas Children's
Hospital (TCH). Later in 1978, he became professor of
pediatrics, microbiology, and immunology and head
of the Section of Allergy and Immuno logy in the
Department of Pediatrics at Baylor; and chief of the
Allergy and Immunology Service and Cl inic at TCH,
where he currently serves. Shearer is one of several alu mni
of the Washington University School of Medicine to hold
prominent positions at TCH, includ ing the late Russell J.
Blattner, A.B. '29, M.D . '33, former physician-in-chi ef, and
Ralph D. Feigin, H.S ., current physician-in-chief.
Among Shearer's career highlights, he was the
physician to David Vetter, known as the "Bubble Boy."
In 1984, after David's death at age 12, and in tribute to
David's memory, Shearer and Feigin co-founded th e
David Center at TCH, named for the boy who was born
with severe combined immunod eficiency (SClD) and
lived much of his life in plastic-bubble environments,
enginee red by NASA, to protect him from infection.
"The lessons gleaned from David's short life dramatically
chan ged the outco me for others afflicted with SCJD and
milder form s of the disease," Shearer says. The David
Center, which Shearer directs, resea rches and trea ts all
forms of immunodeficiency in children.
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Shearer has continued expanding his efforts to under
stand and treat both congenital and acquired immune
diseases. In 1991, he became medical director of Baylor's
Pediatric HIV/AIDS Research Center, which in September
2005 served as a treatment facility for special children evac
uated from New Orleans in hurricane Katrina's aftermath.
In 1998, he was named team leader of NASA's Immunology,
Infection, and Hematology Project, which studies the effects
of long-term space travel on the human immune system.
In addition to his teaching and research, Shearer is a
highly respected and influential figure in national immun
ology organizations. /-Ie has helped set standards for the
immunology curriculum and the practice parameters for
diagnosing and treating immunodeficiency. He has been
director and chair of the American Board of AJlergy and
Immunology; director of the American Academy of Allergy,
Asthma, and Immunology; and chair of the Academy's
Clinical and Laboratory Immunology Committee. In 2004,
he received the Academy's Special Recognition Award for
editing the Primer 011 Allergic alld Immunologic Diseases, 5th
Edition. He has received many other awards and honors.
As a member of the Clinical Immunology SOCiety, he has
served as its councilor and president.

hearer's involvement as an alumni
volunteer for Washington
University has followed a widening
path, despite the time and energy
demands of hi s professional career. Bill
Stoll, associate vice chancellor for devel
opment, says: "Bill Shearer has played a
major role in the University's organi za 
tional and fundraising efforts in the
Houston area. He is persuasive, proactive,
and a leader by example."
A supporter of the Annual Fund since
graduating from the School of Medicine,
in 1984 Shearer joined the William
Greenleaf Eliot Society and began attend
ing alumni and Eliot Society events in
Houston. During the same year, he joined
the Houston Network Cities Committee.
In 1987, he became chair of the Houston
Eliot Society Membership Committee
until 1995, when he was appointed
chair of the Houston Regional Cabinet, a
position he still holds. He also is a mem
ber of the Medical Alumni Association
Board and the Houston Eliot Society
Committee, and he attends the medical
school reunion every year.
In 1998-2004, Shearer chaired the Houston Regional
Ca mpaign of the Campaign for Washingtoll University.
He and his wife, Lynn Des Prez, administrative director,
American Board of Allergy and Immunology, are spon
sors of annual and endowed scholarships, annual
members of the Danforth C ircle, and Life Benefactors
of the Eliot SOCiety.
" I'm very proud to be able to give something
back to Washington University, " Shearer says. "It's a
wonderful institution with great leadership, and it's
growing in achievement and reputation every year.
I'm always impressed by the collaborative environment
at the Medical Center, between the School of MediCine
and the affiliated hospitals. There is an amazing unity
of mi ssion. "
Washington University's ri sing stature correlates
with the success of its graduates, the quality of its faculty,
the strength and generosity of its support community,
and word of mouth. It has a presence wherever its
alumni and friends gather. In Houston, Texas, that pres
ence is personified by Bill Shearer, a dedicated alumnus
who attended the School of Medicine because of an
enthusiastic recommendation from another graduate. rg]
- John W Hansford
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ALUMNI ACTIVITIES

T

heAlumni
Association
helps current
students realize
they are already
part of the special
band of more than
100,000 Washington
University alumni.
The next generation of
WUSTL alumni returned
to campus in August, and
th e Alumni Association
was there to greet them.
More than 20 alumni
volunteers distributed
school supplies with the
Alumni Association logo
and provided information
about Association benefits
available to stud ents
prior to graduation.
Twenty-five lucky seniors
found "Golden Tickets"
in their packets, a coveted
invitation to lunch with
the chair of the Alumni
Board of Governors, Mel
Brown , A.B. '5 7, J.D. ' 61,
at Whittemore House.
Brightly colored wrist
bands inscribed with their
class year reminded stu
dents that they are already
part of the very special
band of more than
100,000 University alumni.
Information packe ts
reminded students to
make use of the resources
provided by the Alumni
Association, including:
Career Connections
A database of alumni and
oth e rs willing to network
and share career experi
ences and information.
The Washington
University Ring-This
classic symbol can only be
worn by those who reach
alumni or "near alumni "
status. To see the official
rings designed by the
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Alumni Association for
students and alumni,
visit the campus
store or online at
wubookstore.com .
JAMBO-Washington
University is th e first
in the country to offer
this innovative Web
site that helps students
discover and meet
others with similar
interests. Jambo has
been featured in Wired
News, Forbes, and USA
Today. To learn more,
visit W\vw.jambo.net.
@Imost @IumniA monthly electronic
newsletter for seniors,
counting down to
Commencement 2006,
features advice about
planning for graduation
or relocating to a new
city, interesting profiles
of recent and not-so
recent graduates, event
notices, and more .
We encourage alumni,
parents, and fri e nds to
participate in Alumni
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Association activities. For more
information on all services
offered to University graduates,
or to volunteer as a contact for

Career Connections, go to
W\vw.alumni. wustl.edu
or call toll-free:
1-800-867-ALUM (2586).

TRAVEL & LEARN

T

raveling with the Alumni
Association offers the very
best opportunities for learning
through travel. Many of the
trips in 2006 feature University
faculty members, each of
whom is a leading scholar in
the field that is the focus
of the tour. Some trips on
the schedule for 2006 are des
ignated "Chairman's Choice"
because of their extremely
limited availability and exten
sive faculty involvement.
All trips of the Alumni
Association Travel Program

are open to alumni, parents,
and friends of the University,
and we encourage you to share
information with your friends.
The list at right is only a
partial roster of the special
itineraries offered for 2006.
For more information on all
trips, please call the Alumni
Association Travel Office,
(866) WUTRIPS or (314) 935
5212; e-mail: travel@wustl.edu;
or visit" Alumni Travel" at our
Web site, www.alumni.wustl.edu.
Trips and dates are subject to
change.

he Alumni Association welcomed alumni
and friends to the annual Founders Day
dinner on November 5 at the America's
Center. Founders Day commemorates the found
ing of Washington University
in 1853. The guest speaker
for the evening was Rudolph
Giuliani, 107th mayor of
New York City. Distinguished
alumni, faculty, and friends
were honored for their
achievements:

T

Distinguished Alumni Awards
James F. Barker, M.A.U.D. '73,
President, Clemson University

John Gianoulakis, A.B. '60,
Former Chair of Management Committee and Partner,
Kohn, Shands, Elbert, Gianoulakis, & Giljum, LLP

Leonard Jarett, M.D. '62,
Distinguished Professor, Department of Pathology and
Laboratory Medicine, University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine

Stanley I. Proctor, B.S.Ch.E. '57, M.5.Ch.E. '62,
D.Se. '72,
President, Proctor Consulting Services

Susan S. Stepleton, M.A. '73, M.S.W. '79,
President and Chief Executive Officer,
Parents as Teachers National Center

Faculty Travel/Study Leaders • September-November 2006

James M. Talent, A.B. '78,
United States Senator

Stuart Greenbaum,

William Wallace,

Bank of America
Professor of Managerial
Leadership

Barbara Murphy Bryant
Distingished Professor in Art
History and Archaeology
Ancient Towns &

China and the
Yangtze River
September 12-26
with extension
September 26-30

Murry Weidenbaum,
Edward Mallinckrodt
Distinguished University
Professor

Saxony Cruise on
the Magnificent
Elbe River
September 19-28

Adriatic Shores
October 18-29*

Ray Arvidson,
James S. McDonnell Distin
guished University Professor
in Earth & Planetary Sciences

South Pacific Islands:
The Skies bf the
Southern Hemisphere
and the Leonid Meteor
Showers
November 9- 25'
·"Chairman's Choice" Trips

Distinguished Faculty Awards
James P. Keating,

w. McKim Marriott Professor of Pediatrics,
School of Medicine

Richard J. Smith,
Ralph E. Morrow Distinguished University Professor,
Chair, Department of Anthropology, Arts & Sciences

Karen Tokarz,
Professor of Law, Director of Clinical Education and
Alternative Dispute Resolution Programs.
School of Law

Karen L. Wooley,
Professor of Chemistry, Arts & Sciences

Robert S. Brookings Awards
Adele Dilschneider
Doris I. Schnuck
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e want to hear about
recent promotions,
honors, appointments,
travels, marriages (please report
marriages after the fact), and
births so we can keep your class
mates informed about important
changes in your lives.

W

'.

L
I.,

Please send news to:
ClassMates

David W. Welch, BU 63, a part
ner in the St, Lo uis o ffice of Arm
stron g Teasdal e LLP, is listed in th e
Campus Box 1086
2005--06 ed itio n o f Best Lawyers in
One Brookings Drive
America. He has been li sted in each
editi o n of the publicatio n begin
St. Louis, MO 63130-4899
n in g with 1995,
Fax (314) 935-8533
Joan T. Erber, LA 65, professor
E-mail classmates@aismail.wustl.edu
of psychology at Fl o rida Interna
ti o nal University's University Park
Entries may take up to three issues
If you want your news to appear also
Ca mpus in Miami , has publish ed a
after submission to appear in the
in a separate publication your school
tex tbook, Aging and Older Adulthood
Magazine and are published in the
may provide, please send your news
(Wad sworth ,2005),
order in which they are received.
directly to that publication .
Joshua Grossman, MD 65,
appeared as "Jethro C rouch" in hi s
ALUMNI CODES
co mmunity's thea ter production o f
AR Architecture
GL Grad. Law
MT Manual Training
Sly Fox, by Larry Ge lbart, author of
GM Grad. Medicine
BU Business
NU Nursing
M. ASH. The show, prese nted in
GN Grad, Nursing
DE Dentistry
OT Occupa . Therapy
Jo hnson City, Te nn " was held over
EN Engineering
GR Grad. Arts & Sciences PT Physical Therapy
to provide benefit pe rfo rmances fo r
FA Art
HA Health Care Admin .
SI Sever Institute
hurricane Katrin a vi ctim s.
GA Grad , Architecture
SU Sever Inst, Undergrad.
HS House Staff
JosephJ. Haburjak, BU 65,
GB Grad, Business
LA Arts & Sciences
SW Social Work
rece ntly retired after se lling his
GD Grad, Dentistry
LW Law
TI Tech. & Info. Mgmt.
la rge re tirement-pla nning practice
GF Grad, Art
MD Medicine
UC University College
to Atl a nta Capital Gro up . He had
been vo ted " top m o ney manage r"
for the past 16 years by his fo rme r
Max Heeb, MD 53, who resides broker dealers, Joe a nd his wife,
in Sikes ton, Mo., ha s publi shed Max Karen, who graduated from Ball
tile Kni(e: The Life and Times of a
State University in Muncie, Ind.,
Jacqueline (Bickel) Schapp,
COllntl ), SlIIgeUI1, in which he writes
in 1967, reside at Lake Wylie, S.c.,
LA 47, G R 54, received th e 2005
of m a ny unusual situati o ns he has
just outside Charlo tte, N.C. They
en co untered not o nl y in perform
Lifetim e Achievement Awa rd from
spe nd summers at the ir Blue Ridge
in g surge ry but also in sailing,
Mo untain home in Blowing Rock,
the Olde r Women 's League (OWL)
AJan Eliot GOldberg, FAIA,
in St. Lo uis fo r her contributions
N,C. Thi s past year, they traveled
to th e co mmunity
AR 54, and his architechlfe firm,
ex tenSively, visiting Au stria,
Margaret Anne (Funk)
AG/ ENA, are actively promoting
Switzerland, Germ any, Slovakia,
Walterltouse, LA 48, GR 49,
hydroge n as a clean, sa fe, renew
and St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.
received, at age 78, a docto ral
abl e energy source, Th e firm has
Cecil Lue-Hing, SI 66, presi
fo rmed a n a lliance to design and
degree fro m Berne Uni ve rsity in
dent o f Cecil Lue-Hing & Associates
build a prototype Hyd roge n Fuel
Decembe r 2004 ,
o f Burr Ridge, llJ. , rece ntly was
Station!Jnformation Ce nte r in key
n a m ed an honora ry m ember of th e
locat io ns worldwid e. Th e d esign
Am eri can SOCiety o'f C ivil Engineers,
will be ba sed on AG/ ENA's innova
Th e society'S high es t accolade,
tive Advanced Refu elin g Retail
active honorary m embership
Mariben (Specht) Glasscock,
in c luded only 183 o f its 137,000
Ce nte r, which wa s awa rded a U.S,
UC 51 , w ho resides with h e r
design co pyright. Th e information
me mbers worldw ide. Lue-Hing was
husband, Ed Glasscock, G R 54,
center will displa y hydrogen-fue led prese nted the a ward in Oc to ber
in Mendh a m , N.j. , says he r correct
cars and a co nsumer educatio n
2005 in h o nor of hi s experti se,
e-mail ad d ress is dredgla sscockC<]l
exhibit abo ut hydrogen tec hnology. acco mpli shments, and leadership
yahoo. com,
Mary Ann (Brauer)
efforts to advance th e prac tice of
Judith Saul Stix, LA 52, has
Dasgupta, LA 57, wh o resides in
enviro nm en ta I engi nee rin g.
Jadavpu r, Kilkata, West BengaJ,
Louis Frederick Reuter IV,
publi sh ed a second chapboo k,
Sweet Length ofDays: Selected Love
India , focuses on helping educate
LA 66, GA 69, ha s been appo inted
Poeilis (Westgate Press, 2004),
young childre n via funding from
by Kofi Annan, secre ta ry-ge ne ral
Forme r Unive rsity facu lty m ember
the Sharehou se Charitabl e Fo unda o f th e Un ited Nation s, as ass istant
tion , wh ich she began 10 years ago, secretary-general and exec utive
Ted Sm ith edited and des igned
the boo k, Stix's previou s wo rks
or by writing textbooks, published
directo r of the capital m as ter plan.
Reuter, who earned a m as ter's
includ e Bessie Luwel1hallpt (7'0111
by O xfo rd University Press and
Life (Westga te Press, 1995), a
oth ers, Dasgupta, wh o m a jo red in
degree in architecture fro m Wash
biograph y o f Lowenhaupt, a
early c hildhood edu cati o n, fin e
in gton University, most rece ntl)'
served as a consultant o n projects
art s, a nd Engli sh, says she uses all
painter, w ho was a student of
several Unive rsity Schoo l o f Art
those skill s in helpin g the fo unda
wo rldw ide, Previousl y, he was
pro fesso rs, A p rofile of Lowe nhaupt tion o rga nize workshops fo r teach
executive vice presid ent o f adminis
is onlin e a t KETC.org, the Web site
ers in Wes t Bengal and teaching
tration for New York Presbyterian
of St. Loui s television stati o n KETC.
them how to use inexpe nsive
Hospital, where, durin g a 13-year
James E. Buchmiller, BU 53,
recycled items as teachin g a id s,
appOin tm ent, he was res ponsible
LW 56, was recognized by Attor
Da sgllpta, featured in th e Augu st
for th e rebuilding of th e New York
neys' Titl e Guaranty Fund. Inc. , for
2005 issue o f IWn11OI1Y, a jo urna l
Weill Co rnell Medical Ce nter in a
having se rved 25 years on its board
$1 billion project over th e East
for se nio rs, which is publi shed in
of direc to rs, Buchmiller, a sole
Mumbai (fo rmerly Bom bay) , also
River Drive in Manhattan,
practitio ner in Greenvill e, III.,
RichardJ. Collier, GR 67,
takes o n acting roles in Be ngali
concentrates in real estate, family,
GR 69, o f Titchell, Maltzman , Mark
film s and in television se ri es on
and trial a nd bankruptcy law,
th e Benga li channel.
& O hleyer in San Francisco, ha s
Washington University
in st. Louis

1,
{.

~s
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bee n selected as a trustee o f the
American Inn s o f Court Founda
tion, The o rganization-compris
ing more than 26,000 federal, sta te,
and local judges; lawyers; law
professors; a nd la w students ac ross
the United States-is dedicated to
promoting ethics, ci vility, and
professionalism through mento rin g
and educati o na l programs at the
local level.
Stephen Rudman, LA 67,
LW 70, is aSSista nt professor in
the Departm ent of Internatio na l
Business, College o f Business, Sa n
Francisco State University. Thi s
term, he ha s taught Internati on a l
Trade Mana ge m ent, as well as Legal
Environm e nt of International
Business. He ea rned a doctorate
fro m Cambridge (England) Uni ve r
sity in 2003, a fte r a bu siness caree r
in which he served in senior legal
and managem ent pOSitions in
international ocea n shipping,
intermodal tran spo rtation , manu
fac turing, and inte rnational bank
in g, A book based on hi s doctoral
research, wh ic h foc used on man
agement of th e C hina affiliates o f
U.S. companies, will be publish ed
by Blackwell as o ne of the first
vo lumes in its fo rth coming organi
za tion and strategy series.
Harvey M. TettlebauUl,
LW 68, GR 68, an a tto rney in th e
Jefferson City, Mo" office of law
firm Husch & Eppenberger, was
se lected by his pee rs nationwid e
for inclusion in th e 2005--06 edi
tion of The Best Lawyers in America
in the area of hea lth-care law,
Stephen "Steve" R.
Lundeen, LA 69, o f Wille, Grego ry
& Lundeen, LLP, in Milwaukee, is
completing hi s fo urth term as a
tru stee of Alve rn o College in Mil
waukee , Hi s prev iou s civic contri 
butions include serving as chair of
the board of directo rs o f the United
Way o f Greater Milwaukee and as a
direc tor of the Milwaukee chapter
o f th e American Red C ross.
Maxine Silverman, LA 69, of
Nyack, N ,y', has publi shed desire
path (toadlily press, 2005), a collec
tio n o f her poe m s publi shed as
chapboo ks and th ose o f three other
auth o rs: wwwtoadlil ypress,com,

~s
Patricia Brentano Bramnick,
FA 71 , received a 2005 Weir Farm
Vi siting Artist grant from the
Ho usatonic (Mass,) Museum of Art,
where her work wa s ex hibited in
September 2005. In addition, she
is teaching as an adjullct faculty
me mbe r at Kean Uni ve rsity in
Uni o n, N ,j. Bramnick a nd her
hu sband, a New Jersey state assem
blym a n, and their son a nd daugh
te r, res ide in Westfi eld , N.J.
Joseph E. Madison, LA 71,
a radi o talk sh ow h ost and a

civil-rights activist known in the
Washington , D.C.-area as Joe
"Black Eagle" Madi son , h as
emerged as o n e o f the prominent
personalities in the evolving cri sis
in Sudan's Darfur region. He h as
campaigned against th e Suda nese
regime since 2001, when h e a nd
his comrades chained themse lves
to the doors of the Suda nese
embassy in Washington, D.C.
William M_ Duff, MD 73,
former chief of surgery at the Lake
Regional Health System, based in
Osage Beach, Mo., at the Lake of
the Ozarks, has been appo inted
by Gov. Matt Blunt to se rve on
the Missouri Head Injury AdViso ry
Council. Duff's term will end
May 12, 2008.
Merrill Brown, LA 74, has
been appointed national editorial
director of News for th e 21 st

Century : Incubators of New Ideas,
a lso kn own as "News2 1," by the
Carnegie-Knight Initiative on the
Future o f Jo urnalism Education.
The initi ative, announced in May
2005, brings togethe r fi ve uni ve r
sities- Co lumbia, Harvard, North
western , University of California
(Be rkeley), and the University of
Southern Ca lifornia- to use experi
mental curriculum and practical
expe rien ce to revitalize journalism
educat ion programs.
Gregory L Mixon, LA 74, was
promoted to associate professor of
hi story with tenure at the Univer
sity of North Ca rolina in Charlotte
on July),200S
DonaJd G. Tye, SW 75, LW 75,
h as been named president of the
lv! assac husetts chapter of the
American Aca demy of Matrimonial
l.awyers. A Newto n , Mass., reSident,

Tye is a partn er in the area o f
domestic relations for law firm
Prince, Lobel, G lovsky & Tye,
based in Bosto n.
Stephen Yablon, AlA , LA 75,
principal of Stephen Yablon
Architect, an architecture firm
based in New York C ity, accepted,
on behalf of his firm, th e fir st
place award in the open competi
tion to select an architect for the
Boston Harbor Park Pavilion. The
structure will be th e first building
on the new Rose Ke nnedy Gree n
way, along the Boston waterfront.
Joseph B. PereJes, Gll 78,
LW 78, general counsel and vice
president of developmen t for
Drury Inns, was e lected to the
national board of govern o rs of
the American Red C ross.
Paul Sander, LA 78, recently
joi ned Strasburger & Pri ce as

of counsel in the real estate
practice area of the firm's Collin
Cou n ty office in Frisco, Texas.
Leroy D. Nunery II, GB 79,
now is pres id en t of Edison
Charter Schools, a division of
Edi son Schools, which focuses on
raisin g student achievement. He
oversees a roster that includes 60
indepe nde nt charter schools
se rvin g 27,000 students in 14
states and the District of Colum
bia. Imm ediately prior, he was
vice president of business services
at th e Unive rsity of Pennsylvania
in Philad elphia.
Laura Starr, LA 79 (architec
ture), a principal of Saratoga
Associates a rchitectural design
firm , led a muJtidisiplinary team
in creating the Bosque Gardens in
New York C ity'S historic Battery
Park, a wa terfront park at the tip

i

Ii
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From far right (counter-clockwise), David Karandish, B.S. '05

information service company-ventures that have provided

(computer science), sits with fellow contestants Dawn and

him with an annual six-figure income. Contestants, ages 22 to

Shawn across from Martha Stewart during filming of the

42, came from career backgrounds ranging from entertainment

"Bake It 'Til You Make It" episode of The Apprentice: Martha

and design to merchandising and technology. They were

Stewart. Televised on NBC, the series, which made its debut in

judged on their abilities to incorporate MSLO themes into

fall 2005, featured 16 contestants vying to become an appren

their business practice.

tice at Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia Inc. (MSLO). Unlike

Having show-related contact with Martha Stewart, who

Donald Trump's The Apprentice, the series focused less on

was still under house arrest during the initial part of the

business and more on having fun and getting more out of life.'

filming, was a joy for Karandish, who found her "witty, tough,

Karandish, a 22-year-old from the St. Louis suburb of
Maplewood, was the youngest in the eclectic group compet

and accomplished."
Though he was the sixth contestant to be eliminated from

ing to become Stewart's protege. He is an e-commerce

the competition, Karandish says the experience was amazing

entrepreneur, who, while at Washington University, began

and a wonderful opportunity to learn about himself, others,

a successful Internet advertising company and mortgage

and the business world .
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of Ma nhatta n . The Battery Bosque
(Spanish for "grove o f trees")
debuted in June 200S after a year
long, $8.5 million resto ration.

~s
William David Brown, GF 80,
received the 200S Lindback Distin
gu ished Teaching Awa rd from the
fac ul ty o f the Moore College of Art
and Design in Philad elphia. Brown,
chair of its illustration depa rtment
since 1999, displayed his work in
th e exhibition JIII/strators Who
Teach at the Museum of American
Illu stra tion in New York C ity in
October 2oo4.
Jeanne M . Kofron, SW 80, is
in business for herse lf as a pe rsonal
and professio na l li fe coach. She
helps clients recreate tb ei r Jives in
rela tionships and careers. Kofron
also is part of a new re-caree ring
program at San Juan Co llege in
Farm ington , N.M.
Lisa Sharkey, LA 80, a n award
winning producer with seve ral local
a nd natio nal Emmy awa rd s, now is
p res ide nt of AI Roke r Prod uctions,
Inc. Founded by TV persona lity AI
Roker, the multimedia compa ny is
involved in the d eve lopme nt and
production of network, cable, home
video, and public televisio n projects.
Sharkey will oversee day-to-day
o perations and will be intimately
invol ved with production, develop
me nt, and sa les, as she repo rts to
Roker, who remains as CEO.
Sharkey had been sen ior producer
a t ABC Television's Good Morning
America since 2000. She a nd her
husband, Manhattan a rchitect Paul
Gleicher, president of G leicher
Design Group, have three children .
Steven Leon, LA 8 1, rece ntl y
became assistant genera l manager
of th e American Repertory Theatre
at Harva rd University in Cam 
bridge, Mass. He resid es in Water
town, Mass., with his Wife, a rtist
Sa rah Leon (http://www.arto fsarah
leon .com) and th eir cats, Max and
Rufus . Steven continu es to serve on
the boa rd of directors of the Los
Angeles-based Ziggura t Theatre
Ensemb le, founded by classmate
Stephen Legawiec, FA 80. Steven
a lso is collaborating on a new work
with author John Allen Barnes,
LA 78, GR 81. E-mail: steve n-'eon@
harvard.edu
janet Finley Long, LA 8 1, a
hospital chaplain for the past 20
yea rs, completed a Master of Library
Scie nce and Inform ation Studies
degree in May 2005. She has begun
a new career as a law li b ra ri a n for
Hinckley, Allen, and Snyder, LLP, in
Providence, RJ. Long is married
and has three daughters.
Josepb "joe" McGauley,
LA 8 1, is se nior director/ principal
of Ga teway Co mmerCial, based in
St. Louis. The firm is a member of
40

th e Cushma n & Wakefield
Alli ance. Cushman & Wake fi eld,
a New York-based bUSiness real
estate firm, has 145 office s and
opera tes in 41 countries.
Jeffrey Cannon, BU 82, has
been promoted to executive vice
p res iden t of co mmerci al rea l estate
for Regions Bank in Browa rd (Fla.)
and Pa lm Beach County m arkets.
He is responsible for overseeing the
bank's co mmercial real estate sa les
force, as well as the strategiC direc
tion o f th e commercial real es ta te
and co nstruction loan portfolios.
Robert L. Dean, EN 82, and
Joanne Fay were married in Feb ru
ary 2ooS. A month late r, he was
promoted to colonel in th e U.S.
Arm y Rese rve. He se rves as the
G-6 a t th e 77th Regional Read iness
Com mand in Ft. Totten, N.Y.
Weekdays, he works as assistant
proj ect manager for North rop
Grumman/Information Technol0!,'Y The family, includin g Joanne's
son, Andrew, 11 , resides in Reston,
Va. E-mail: robdea n@Comcast.net
Joel T. Hardin, LA 83, HS 93,
is no w director of cardiology for
th e Chi ldren's Cardiac Ce nter a t
Childre n'S Hospital of New Jersey
at Newark Beth Israel Medi ca l
Center. Previouslv, he wa s director
of cardiac intens(ve care services at
the University of Chicago C hil
dren 's Hospita l. His military ca reer
has included a 2oo4 combat tou r
o f duty as battalion surgeon for
3rd Ba tt~lion , 24th Marin es, 1st
Marine Divis ion, AI Anbar, Iraq.
Now, C mdr. Hardin (Medi ca l
Corps, U.S. Navy Reserve) se rves
as surgeon for 2nd Marine Aug
m en tation Command Elem ent,
2nd Marine Expeditionary Fo rce,
Camp Lej eune, N.C
john Lombard, LA 83, and hi s
wife, Jenny Haykin, ann ounce th e
birth of t hei r first child, Forres t, on
March 29, 2005. Another cause for
celebration is that the American
Fish e ries Society plans to publi sh
Jo hn's book, Salmoll, Owls, Orcas

alld Us: Decidillg a FI/ture for the
PI/get SOl/nd Region in spring 2006.
Thomas Luebke, LA 87,
GR 84, has been named secretary
of th e U.S. Co mmission of Fin e
Arts in Was hington, D.C Now
heading th e principal agency for
design rev iew in the nation's
capital, he formerly was city
architect for Alexandria , Va .
Also previously, he was th e Leo A.
Da ly firm 's lead designer fo r the
40-story First National Tower in
Omaha, Neb ., which received an
honor award fro m the American
Institute of Architects.
Peter Baroth, LA 85, who
resid es in Media, Pa. , is th e auth or
and co-designer of hi s third chap
book o f poetry, titl ed Ski Oklahoma
(Word runne r Cha pboo ks, 2005).
Daniel A. Cohen, fA 85, had
some of his work exhibited in Edgy
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ahd Elegallt: New Works by West
chester Artists, which opened in
mid-September 2005.
John Dacey, LA 85, writes:
"John Dacey ... is proud to
announce the birth of a strappin g
U,S. Army ret iremen t, born on
June I (2005). Conceived with a
2 LT (seco nd li eute nant) commis
sion in G ra ham C hapel o n May 17,
1985, Jo hn slow ly, yet doggedl y,
much like Hor ton and his egg,
nurtured th e fragile little career
through the end o f the Cold War,
(with) tours in O klahoma,
Germany, Arizona, Malaysia,
Ha wa ii , a nd Washingto n state a nd
D. C, watch ing it slowly mature to
full y invested viab ility. He has
already thrown h imse lf into
vigorous post-partum activities,
taking a positi on as a senior
research analyst with Centra
Technology, In c., in Arlington, Va."
David Gohlke, LA 85, says h e
was sorry to ha ve missed h is class'
20-year reuni o n in May 2005, but,
at that tim e, he and hi s famil v we re
on a six-month cruise to Mex'ico,
Belize, and Guatema la. On board
were his wife, Nancy, LA 87; their
sons-Christoph er, 8, and Joshua,
5-and cats Tigger and Fluffy. More
information on th e trip is online at
www.goh lkeson liberty.com. David
says he's lookin g forward to th e
201 0 Reunion .
Charles D. Hawker, GB 85,
scientific direc tor of automation
and speci a l projects at ARUP
Laboratori es, a national clinical
and anatomi C pa tho logy reference
laboratory in Salt Lake City, Utah,
has received th e National Academy
of Clinical Bioc hemistry's Professor
Alvin Dubin Award for Distin
guished Contributions to the
Discipline o f C linical Biochemistry.
Margo Buehler Jordan,
LA 85, is presiden t and CEO of
Packaging Solutio ns of Aitkin, Inc.,
after buying a bankrupt pac kaging
compa ny in Aitk.in, Minn. , in the
central lakes region. Her com pany
designs and builds custom o ne- way
and returnable pac kaging, mainly
wooden crates and skid s, for the
app liance, lawn and ga rden, recre
ational vehicle, and agricultural
vehicle industri es, as well as the
military. E-mail : margopsi@
mlecmn.net
John 8. Schranck, GB 85, and
his wife, Francin e, and their children
- JB, 20; C hris, 18; a nd Liz, 16-
reside in St. Louis. John is director
o f marketing at Tech Giant, LLC
Warren E. Agin, BU 86, has
published the third ed ition of his
book, Bankruptcy & SeCllred Lendil1g
il1 Bankruptcy (Wes t Group, 2005).
Agin a nd his family resid e in
Bosto n, where he is a partner at
Swiggart & Agin .
Joel Yuspeh Ashner, BU 86, is
comm unity relation s director for
Memphis Jewish H.ome. She is

re sponsible for public re lations,
marketing, and deve lopme nt.
Tomas Dundzila, EN 86
(engineering and public policy),
joined Booz Alle n Hamilto n, a
global strategy and technology
consulting firm, based in Mclean,
Va., in June 2005. He resides in
Alexandria, Va.
Randi Val Morrison, LA 86,
LW 89, was prom o ted to vice
preS ident, gen era l counse l, and
sec retary of CSK Auto Corp. CSK is
the publicly trad ed, Phoenix-based
pare nt company of CS K Auto, Inc.,
w hic h ope rates m o re th a n 1,130
a uto moti ve parts a nd accessories
reta il stores in 19 sta tes. Morrison
joined CSK in Ma rch 1997 as a real
esta te attorney.
Nathan Peck, LA 86, GR 86,
GB 99, who teaches chem istry,
hono rs chemistry, m ed ica l a nd
ath letic biology, and advanced
place m en t chemistry in th e Clay
to n (Mo.) School District, wo n the
prestig io us 2005 St. Louis Science
Cente r/Carol B. and Jerome 1'. Loeb
Prize for Excellence in Teac hi ng
Scie nce & Mathemati cs.
Mat Madison Turner, LA 86,
LW 89, joined Northe rn Trust as a
wea lth strategist. He provides
cl ien ts with trust a nd investm ent
management services including
solutio ns for retire m ent, transfers
of businesses, and ach ievme nt of
philanth ropic goal s. Fo rmerly, he
was a principal with Danna
McKitrick. Mat and his wife,
Maria, and their three sons, reside
in University City.
Giri M. Durbhakula, EN 87,
TI 93, and hi s w ife, Malini, recently
moved from Flower Mo und, Texas,
to "beautiful San Di ego, hopefully
for good! " he says. E-mail:
girid urbhakula@ya hoo.com
Douglas N. Jacobson, DE 87,
who ea rned a J.D. degree from
America n University in Washing
to n, D.C, in 1990, has joined the
Was hingto n, D.C, office of Stras
burger & Price as of counse l in th e
inte rna tional practice area. He is an
accompli shed international trad e
attorney who regularly coun se ls
cli en ts o n a wide range of iss ues
rela tin g to import and export
regulations a nd transactions.
jonathan U. Lee, LA 87, is
ma rried to Esther and ha s two
daughte rS-Abigail, 7, and Han 
na h, 3. He is assistant U.S. attorney
in Sa n Francisco. E-mail:
jona th a n.lee 1 O@sbcglobal.net
john F. Simon, jr., GR 87,
who ea rned a master's degree in
ear th and planetary scie nces in Arts
& Sciences from the Uni versity a nd
earned a Master of Fin e Arts degree
from th e Sc hool of Visual Arts in
Manhattan, is an artist who uses
programming la nguage as an
activated ex tension of written
language. His software pan els have
been co ll ected by the Whitney
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Museum of American Art, the
Guggenheim Museum, Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, and the
San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art, among others. Simon and
his wife, Elizabeth, reside in New
York City.
jeffrey Alan Feldman, BU 88,
resides near San Francisco with his
wife and 1-year-old son. Feldman
has his own law practice in San
Francisco, specializing in stock
broker claims. In 2004, he obtained
the second-biggest consumer NASD
arbitration award in the country
against a brokerage firm.
Richard Kurland, BU 88, has
"retired" from Citigroup as assis
tant vice president/controller of a
technology finance division to
spend more time with his children:
Meryl, 7, and Aaron,S. During the
day, he is available for hire in
Hoboken, N.j., as a handyman,

WASHINGTON

for odd jobs, or for financial/bud
get consultation. E-mail: Richard
Susan@Optonline.net
Colleen Wapole, LA 88,
and her husband, Michael
Pastreich, FA 90, ami their
daughter, Meghan, 5, have moved
to a new home in Elgin, Ill.
vVapole, who earned a doctorate
in linguistics from Northwestern
University in Evanston, Ill., in
2002, works in the Barrington (II!.)
School District. Pastreich is in his
10th year as executive director of
the Elgin Symphony Orchestra.
Carrie A.johnson, LA 89,
has moved to San Francisco after
residing in New York City for 10
years. She says, "I'm off to design
large buildings again."
john Patrick Norton, LA 89,
says he and his wife, Sydney, have
completed their family with the
birth of tWins, Jameson and Kenly,
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in January 2002. John says, "In
August 2003, after 14 years in the
corporate world, I took the plunge
to open my own business. Since
that time, Mad Science of Central
Virginia has become the fastest
start-up in the history of their
franchise system." (The Mad
Science Group, headquartered in
Montreal, has 150 franchised
offices in 20 countries.) The com
pany aims to spark the curiosity
of children ages 3-12 through
playful, interactive, and educa
tional activities conducted in
schools, daycare centers, homes,
and theme parkS. E-mail: John@
MadScienceofCentralVA.com
Seth Ptasiewicz, LW 89,
received the Pro Bono Award of
the New Jersey State Bar Associa
tion. A resident of Manalapan,
N.]., and an attorney with Wilson,
Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman &:

Stephen Grace,

Dicker in Newark, he has volun
teered his services through Essex
County Volunteer Lawyers for
Justice (VLJ). Since 2002, Ptasiewicz
has devoted some 340 hours to VLJ,
handling divorce litigation.
Serhat U1udag, EN 89, who
is married and has two daughters,
resides in "the great city of Istanbul."

~s
Amy Barron, EN 90, GB 90,
and her husband, Eric Raphael,
announce the birth of Julia Faye
Raphael on Aug. 11,2005. She joins
her brother, Steven Noah, 3. The
family resides in Birmingham, Mich.
Leslie Michelson Cohen,
BU 90, and her husband, Steve,
announce the birth of Dylan Arielle
on April 11,2005. She joins her
sister, Sydney, 6, and her brother,

A.B . '94

World Traveler Finds Adventure in Writing

F

I'd be flown to New York,
and there'd be meetings with
my editor over cocktails and
parties." Grace laughs lightly at
this, and says that after talking
Novel of Friendship, Fly Fishing,
with other debut writers and
and Redemption (The Lyons
Press, 2004), has been the
researching how it happens,
he toned down the dreams.
unexpected notes he's received
"Once I had more realistic
from readers around the globe.
"I got a letter from a man who
expectations-once the book
hit the bookstore shelves-I
read it on the Tokyo subway,"
says Grace, A.B. '94 (psychol
was actually pleasantly sur
ogy). "A couple days ago, I got
prised. It did a little bit better
than I had anticipated."
a letter from a guy in British
Grace is quick to admit his
Columbia. And 1 got one from
a retired Princeton economics
luck at finding a publisher for
his first book. "It landed on
professor who had quit acade
mia and was living in a cabin
the right person's desk," he
in Montana. The letters are a
says, "somebody who liked it,
lot of fun. 1 think that's what
and gave me a chance."
He's also quick to locate
keeps me going."
a time when books carne
Though he's earned critical
praise for his work-"Grace
alive for him-in Professor
Pedro Cavalcanti's course,
writes with a lyrical power"
declared the Los Angeles Times Societies and Literature in
Comparative Perspective, while
the first-time author admits
that the process of publishing
an undergraduate at the
a book was a humbling one.
University. "It was a brilliant
class," Grace recalls. "We •
"When 1 started
writing fiction
skipped all around the
world. 1 had no aspira
years ago," he
tions to write at that
says, "I guess 1 had
time; I just loved
some idea in the
back of my mind
reading. I
tha t if 1 were ever to
remem ber the
have a book published,
books and the
or the world-traveled
Stephen Grace, the greatest
surprise of publishing his
first book, Under Cottonwoods: A

conversations vividly-and
that, I think, is a testament to
the professor's skill at engaging
my interest."
The classroom, though,
would only take Grace so far.
"When I was in school, really
all 1 did was study," he says.
"Yet I guess I always knew
that I wanted to get out in
the world and see things."
And that he did: rafting the
Zambezi River in Africa;
hiking through the jungles of
Indonesia; guiding white-water
rafts and working with kids
with disabilities in the Western
United States. "I kept telling
myself I was going to stop
and go to law school at some
point," he says. "But one year
turned into two years, and
two years turned into 10. And
that was that."
This adventure seeker, who
collected maps as a child, now
has a more-grounded future.
He and his wife have settled
in Boulder, Colorado, where
he's writing the Denver con
tribution to the "It Happened
III
" book series.
"Writing the book seemed
overwhelming at first, but I
realized I'd spent plenty of
time at Washington University
W IN TE R 2 0 0 5

Stephen Grace is author of
Under Cottonwoods: A Novel
of Friendship, Fly Fishing, and
Redemption.
researching various topics," he
says, "and the methods I learned
are applicable."
Grace is also finishing work
on his second novel, suggested
by the Matthew Shepard murder
in Laramie, Wyoming. "I think
I'll be writing for the rest of
my life," he says. "I know that's
what I want to do. I have idea
after idea stacked in my head.
I have enough to keep me busy
for a long time."
-Stephen Schenkenberg
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CLASSMATES

Ethan , 4. The famil y res ides in
North Potomac, Md. Leslie i~ a
software tester fo r EDS. E-mail :
cohen les lie31 00-Yahoo.com
Jayson "Jay" Charles Fisher,
LA 90, won a bronze medal at th e
17th Wo rld lvlaccabiah Games in
July 2005 in Tel Aviv, Israel, as a
me mbe r of the U. S. judo team.
Chao-Sheng Warren Huang,
GB 90, and his wife, Margaret
Dzu Huang, GR 91, moved to
Ri chmond , Va ., in 1994, th en to
Sin ga po re in 1996. In 2002 th ey
returned to Richm on d an d now
have two grandso ns. "Time fli es,"
Warren sa ys.
David Krovitz, LA 90, and hi s
wife, Lauren Hym a n (Brown, Ya le),
an no unce the birth o f Rhett Danie l
on Apri l 16,2005. He joins his
si ster, Sa rine Lila, 3. Krovitz man
ages th e informati on architecture
practice for an Interne t consulting
firm nea r th e fa mil y's h o me in
Ca labasas, Ca lif. .
Julie (Haanstad) Walsh,
LA 90, and William Walsh,
LA 91, GR 91, ann o unce the birth
of their first child, William james
''''al $h III , on july 2,2004. The
fa mily res ides in Neenah , Wis. ,
where julie is ta x co un se l for
Kim berly-Clark Corp. a nd Bill is
a write r and tran slator.
John Robert Hang, LW 91,
has jo in ed St. LOu is- based la w finn
So n nenschein Nath &: Rosenth al
as a partne r. He practi ces construc
tion , real estate administrative,
and priva te client law.
Erica Y. Johnson, LA 9 1,
PI 95, is a physica l th e rapist in the
Atlanta area. She a nd her husband
of seven years, Tarran J. Johnson III,
al so a physical th erapis t, have two
sons- Ta rran, 5, and Donovan, I.
Susan Uosephson) Karp,
LA 91, and her husband, Gary,
announce the birth of Lucy Jane
on April 1, 2005. She jo ins her
sister, Sadie, 2. 'rhe family resid es
in New York City, where Susan
cont inu es to work pa rt time in
hum an resources at Accent ure, the
man age ment consulting company.
Cbarlotte Lindell, LA 91, and
James "Janlie" B. Hantmond,
LA 9 1, req uest that e-m ail to the m
be sent to n oega ragesaie(ru
yahoo.co m.
Kristen (McKee) Malbotra,
LA 91, G R 94, GR 00, and her
hu sband, Ranjan , anno unce th e
birth of the ir dau ghter, Ma ya, on
Oct. 22, 2004. She jo in s her
brothers- Raj, 9, and Milan, 7.
The family resides in St. Louis,
th eir h o metown.
Kim Potowski, LA 91, and he r
hu sband, C liff Meece, a nnoun ce
the birth o f Nicol as Od il1 o n
Oct. 6, 2004. Potow sk i is a lingui s
tics professor at th e University of
Illin o is in Chicago and has two
books forthcoming: Ln enseiinllzn
del f5pmiu l n 105 hnblalltes lI(lti l'05
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the power and bea uty o f flowers as
ca rriers of co lo r and light . Bie ltvedt
recen tlv had an ex hibiti on titl ed
"L jos og Litberar" or "Carriers o f
Matters).
Vicki Bergang Talll, LA 91,
Color and Light" at th e Ga Uery of
and her hu sband, Joseph, an nounce the Ice land iC Printmaking Assoc ia
the birth o f Maxwell Sa mue l o n
tio n in associatio n with the Ice
la ndic Print Museum- both in
May 24 , 2005. The fami l)' resides
in New York C ity, where Vick i is a
Reyk javik, Ice la nd.
Dawn T. Christoffersen,
pediatri c occ upational the rapist.
Andrew Pancer, BU 92, has
BU 94, GL 02, has been named
been named chief operating officer
cha irperson o f the wea lth pl a nning
of About, In c., an on line source
section for the Business Law Prac
for original co nsum er info rmation
tice Group of Sa ndberg, Ph oenix &
and ali vice, which was acq uired
vo n Gontarli in St. Louis.
in 2005 by the New York Times
'Wayne Drash, LA 94, was
chosen to re present CNN at the
Compan y. I-Je will mana ge the
o pera ti o ns of Abou t's produc t,
XXV II Germa n-A merica n Young
technOlOgy, co nte nt, a nd sales
Leaders Co nfe re nce to discuss
and marketi ng efforts.
transatlantic issues ami o ther iss ues
Bryan Tung, EN 92, a nd Amy
fac ing the inte rnational comm u
Hsu were married in Ca mbridge,
nity. Drash and his wife, Genny
Mass. , on July 10, 2005. The wed
Leigh Webb, LA 93, resid e in
ding party and guests included
Atl a nta wit h thei r youn g chi ldre n,
man y Uni vers ity alumni.
Emma and Bill y.
Julie (Hartzog) Beatty, LA 93,
Christina Frank, EN 94,
LA 93, and her husband, To rn, and
d irector of co nsumer marketing
daughter, Lindsey, still res ide in
fo r SBC Communications, has been
Girdwood , Alaska. Juli e works as th e elected province director o f a lumn ae
statewide o utreach coordin ator for
fo r Kappa Kappa Ga mm a Fra te rni ty.
Fra nk, of the Sa n Antoni O area ,
the Alzheim e r's Disease Resource
Agency of Alaska. She's a Iso busy
wiU work with a lumnae associa 
teachin g Lindsey how to fly-fish.
ti o ns of Kappa Kappa Gam ma in
Sloan Sheffield Cornisb,
Texas and Oklahoma.
LA 93, and her husband , Phill ,
Shannon (Williams)
an n o un ce the birth of Avram Ross
Higgins, BU 94, and he r hu sband,
o n Ma y 24,2005. He jo in s his sister, Mike, ann o un ce the birth o f Emily
Morgaine, 2.
Ka te on April 28, 2004. She jo ins
Julia Friedman, FA 93, recently her broth er, Jacob, 3. Th e fami ly
presented Dow" Clnd Ollt, th e solo
res ides in Arlington , Va. E-ma il :
premi e r of work by Chri s Kasper, at
s~higgin s(yla lum . wustl.edu
Phillip L. Keys, EN 94, and
her ga ll ery, o n West 22nd Street in
New Yo rk Ci ty. The ex hibitio n
Mary Kay Sander were marri ed in
compri sed various sculptural
Maui, Hawaii, on Nov. 12, 2004.
The Keys fa mily, including Phillip's
works alluding to ephe m erality
and path os, including an a rtistic
son , Ryan , 11, res ides in O'Fa ll on,
il1terve nti o n over the nea rby I-Jigh
Mo. Phillip is a syste ms ana lys t for
Sta te Farm Insurance Co.
Lin e outside the Galle ry's wi ndow.
(The Hi gh Line is a 1.5- mile
Jared Littmann, EN 94, and
elevated ra ilway that run s a l.o ng
hi s wife, Marl ene, announce th e
the West Sid e o f Manhattan.)
bir th of Isabel Emma Littmann o n
Spencer Corey Greene, L<\ 93, Ma rch 22, 2005. The family resides
and hi s wife, Sta rr, anno un ce the
near Annapo li s, Md. E- mail :
birth of Riley Jo rdan Gree ne on
jslittm ann01 juno.co m
June 22, 2005. He joins hi s sister,
Tami (Kachel) McNeela,
Ca meron "Ca mi." Th e family
LA 94, and Andrew McNeela,
LA 95, announce the birth of
resides in Ce nterVille, Ohio.
Melissa S. Kim, LA 93, LA 93,
Ga briel Sidney on Jan. 21, 2005,
ea rned a doc toral degree in micro
in New York C ity. Ta mi says, "We
biology from Co lumbi a University
love bei ng parents' "
Trina (Calagna) Orsic, LA 94,
in New York C ity in 2003.
Christopher Tantillo, GA 93,
and he r husband, Sm iljan Orsic,
announce th e birth of Katarin a
a multi-a ward-winnin g archi tect,
has joined Hillier Architec ture,
Aria on Jun e 26, 2005. She jo ins
headquartered in Prince to n, N.J.
h er sister, An ya, The family reSides
Formerl y, he was w ith Farewell Mills in Armo nk, N.V. E.-mail:
tors ic0-'yahoo. com
Ga tsch Architec ts in Prin ce ton, N.].
Tantillo resides in Sham ol1g, N.j.
Leslie (Powell) Robins,
Arnor G. Bieltvedt, GF 94, a
LA 94, and her hu sband, Brian ,
Winnetka, IH .- based artist who was ann o unce the bi rth o f lvlason
born and rea red in Iceland, fea tures Andrew o n Ma y 7, 2004. He joins
his latest se ries of paintin gs and
hi s bro ther, Lucas. C-mail:
drawings, titl ed Ice/and, o n his new
Les li e_robinsCLi!ya h oo.com
Web site, www.a rtistarno r. com/. The
Amy (Black) Ross, LA 94, and
her husband , Matthew, announ ce
series is ba sed on his m emories and
recent observa ti o n o f the Icela ndic
the birth of their first child ,
la nd scape and his great inte rest in
Jo na than Montague, on Jun e 16,
mlos Estndos Un id05 (Arco books)
and LallSlwge and idmtit), il1 n dllal
i,,.,IIIer5i0I1 5c17001 (Multilingual
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2005. The famil y res ides in So uth
Na ti ck, Mass.
Jantes "Jim" Kehoe, GA 95,
h as jo ined Cau di ll Gus tafson
Architects in Aspen, Colo ., as
director of design, specializin g
in p ublic proj ec ts, schoo ls, and
resort des ign. J im and his wife,
Jenny, are looki ng forward to
ce lebrating th e first lJirthday o f
th eir daugh ter, Alex, born o n
Dec. :n, 2004.
Deborah (Schwartz) Meer,
LA 95, ami her hu sband, John
Mce r, a re plea sed to announ ce th e
birth of Avery Gabr iel Meer on
jul y 6,2005 . j o hn is an intern ist
a nd pediatrici a n a t th e Uni o n
Family Medical Offi ce in Que ens,
and Deborah works in the fin anc ia l
crim es preventi on a nd intelli ge nce
division o f Lehman Brot llers, a
New Yo rk-based investment ba nk.
E-mail: dmeer2(Clln yc. rr.com
Stacy (Rappoport) Ramsey,
LA 95, and her hu sband, Matt,
ann o unce th e birth of Noah Brady
Ramsey on Ma y 29, 2005. The
fa mil y resides in Warwick, R. I.,
where Stacy, a nurse practitio ne r,
manages the STD Clinic for Prov i
de l1ce Community Health Cen te rs.
E-ma il: stacyram (cj)cox .net
Rindo Sironi, LA 95, says he
"left big-ci ty medicine to open
Co ntinental Divide OB/GYN in
Bu tte, Mont. After two years o f
pra cti ce and a co uple hundred
babi es later, (my) pract ice is seek
in g to bring in a partner and
reloca te to a large r office. So lo
pra c ti ce OB/GYN is a time
con suming enti ty."
Jennifer (Bassen) Strasser,
EN 95, and he r hu sband , Scott
Strasser, LA 97, a nnounce the
birth of Samantha Abbv o n
Jun e 2 7, 200S. The family reSides
in New Yo rk City.
Kelly Rodgers Suchman,
LA 95 , and her husband, David,
a nn o un ce th e birth o f th eir first
child , Jacob Lawrence, o n June 9,
200 5. The family res id es in Lee 's
Summit, Mo., wh ere both Kelly
and David are d entists. Kelly
received the New Den ti st Lea dership
award from the Misso uri Dental
Assoc iat io n in November 2004.
Elizabeth (Davis) Barkan,
LA 96, a nd her hu sband, Jon,
ann o unce the birth of Miriam Leah
onJ un e l 7, 2005. She jo in s her
sister, Abiga il Bea tri ce, 3. The
famil y res id es in Atlanta, whe re
Eli zabeth is a stay-at-h o me mom
and co ntinues to w or k par t time
as director of communications for
her famil y's business, Na ti o na l
Di stributin g Co m pany. She and
her husband were accep ted into
the Wex ne r Heritage Fo undation
Program as of September 2(X)5
E-m a il: eliza beth .ba rkan 0'
natdi stco.com
Jeremy I. Bobrer, LW 96,
join ed Level Global Investors, a

,,'Pte
Il,

hedge fund based in Greenwich,
Conn ., as genera l counsel and
chief comp li ance officer. This year,
Jerem y and his wife, Jill, celebrated
th eir third wedding ann iversary
and the fir st birthday of their
daughter, Sophie. Th e famil y
resides in New York City.
Scott Foster, GA 96, GB 96,
rece ntly joined Bank of America in
Boston as a senior vice president
in corporate real estate. His phon e
number is (617) 434-2948, and
his e-mail address is scott. fosterCo)
bankofamcrica.com.
Jason "Jay" Gn.>enstein,
BU 96, and his wife, Sara,
announce the birth of their first
child, Matthew Ulbrich, on May 6,
2005. The family resides in
Chicago, where Jay has hi s own
resiclential real estate busin ess.
E-mail: sjrealtyC<:l.sbcg lohal.n et
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Daniel Messeloff, LA 96,
and hi s wife, Wend y, have moved
from New Yo rk City to Cleve land.
Daniel is an atto rney with Jo nes
Day, a nd Wend y is directo r of
gove rnm ent re lations for the
Jewish Community Federation
of Cl eveland .
Maya (Metni) Pilkington,
LA 96, and her husband , Guy,
announce tIl e birth of th eir first
child , Madelein e Sloa ne Pilking
to n, o n May 27, 200S . Th e family
resides in Tucson, w here, at th e
Uni ve rsity of Ar izona, Maya is
com pl eting a docto ral deg ree in
biological anth ro pology (human
ge neti cs) and Guy is fini shing a
doctoral degree in cellu lar and
mol ecul ar biol ogy.
Pun Punyaratabandhn,
LA 96, now kn ow n as Pun Bandhu,
received a To ny Award in June
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2005 for producing the Broadway
revival of GlenGarry Glell Ross
starring Alan Aida , Leiv Schreiber,
and Jeffrey Tambor. Ilandhu, wh o
majored in political science in Arts
&: Sciences at the University, went
on to earn a Master of Fine Arts
degree from the School of Drama
at Ya le Uni versity in New Have n,
Co nn . He continues to juggle a
profess ional acting career with
producin g, and he has an impres
sive list of televi sio n appea rances on
program s such as Law all(i Ortie,; as
well as Off-Ilroadway and reg ional
credits throughout the United
States. Bandhu started hi s prod uc
ti o n company, ZenDog Produ ctio ns,
with partner Marc Falato in 2004,
and GlenGrmy Glen Ross was th eir
nrst theatrical venture.
Andrew Regenbanm, LW 96,
is now a partner with th e law nrm

Doug and Lisa Powell,

Feldman, Kleidman &: Coffey
in Fishl.:ill , N.Y. Involved in all
fa ce ts o f civil liti ga ti on, th e firm
speciali zes in medical malpractice
defense.
Shalini Upadhyaya Rose,
BU 96, rece ntly was promoted to
genera l counsel of the Tennessee
Human Rig hts Co mmi ssion, th e
state age ncy in cha rge o f investi
gating compla ints of d isc rimina
ti o n in housing, employ ment, o r
publi c accommoda tio ns.
Amy (CllIgh) Dircks, LA 9 7,
and her husband, Robert Dircks,
BU 98, announ ce th e birth o f their
fir st child , Leo James, on Sept. 4,
2004. The famil y res id es in
Minn eapo li s, Minn .
Dan Hoffman, llU 97, and hi s
wife, Debo rah, we re marri ed o n

B.F.A. '88

Creating Coping Tools for Diabetes

W

hen the ir 7-year-old
daughter, Maya, was
diagnosed with Type 1
diabetes in September 2002,
Do u g and Lisa (Schwartz)
Powell knew it wou ld lead to
big changes in their family 's
lifestyle. They didn ' t know,
however, that it would als o
Change their career focus.
In the first few days after
Maya's diagnOSiS, the Powell
family was bombarded with a
lengthy set of nutrition al guide
lines, a rigid insulin intake
routine, and a dizzying array
of information. "You're feeling
denial, anger, and grief, and, at
the same time, you're trying to
take in so much information,"
Lisa recal Is. "The medical wor ld
doesn't offe r
much emo
tional support
when you need
it most."
As graphiC
designers in
Minneapolis,
Doug and Lisa,
both B.F.A . '88,
approached a
muddle of
medical jargon
and cold , clini
ca l devices in

..-

the bes t way they kn ew
h o w-creative ly. Six months
after their daughter's diagno
sis, the Powe ll s brainstormed
a list of reso urces that they
wished they had had during
the beginning of their emo
tional journey with diabetes.
They came up with a
few simple, kid-oriented
items, su ch as cheat s h eets
an d refrigerator magnets,
which they thought would
help their own family cope
with the disease in a positive
way. "We created these tools
to help our daughter, but
in the process, we realized
th at so many other families
could benefit from them,"
Do ug says.
Then, in January 2004, the
Po wells turned their brain
storming session in to a full
fledged business by launching
Type 1 Tools. They created a
Web site to sell their family
friendly products, which
include co lo rful f1ashcards-·
o r " FlashCarbs"-that pair
pictures of food with their
ca rbohydrate co nt ent (see
FlashCa rb® magnets at left),
adhesive notes for label ing
leftovers or bag lun ches, and
portable logbooks for parents.

Although the Powells have
no formal training in business,
they credit their education at
Washington Un ivers ity with
Doug and Lisa Powell created Type 7
their ability to transition into
the world o f entrepreneurship. Tools to help their daughter, Maya, and
other kids deal with Type 7 diabetes.
"In the art school , we were
taught to solve complica ted
problems in creative ways,
Minnesota's Annual Design
which is a ski ll we've used in
Show a nd the Creative
the creation of our business,"
Nutriti o n Education Award
Doug says . "We made a jump
from the American Diabetic
from being graphic deSigners
Association . The products
to being business entrepreneurs,
have also caught o n with the
and the Unive rsity's liberal arts
America n Diabetes Association,
environment definitely made
which sells them internationally
us more capable in that respect."
thro ugh their catalog and
The Powells are often
online boo kstore.
reminded of the importance
The co mpany has grown
of that transition into business
so much in the past two years
whenever they receive feed
that the Powells have b ranched
back from their customers.
out to help those suffe ri ng
"The stories really bring tears
from Type 2 diabetes by start
to my eyes," Lisa says. "I talked
ing a sister company, Type 2
to a woman who has a 6-year
Tools. In the future, they also
old boy with diabetes. She said
hope to make their products
that our FlashCarb magnets
avai lab le in other languages and
taught her son how to keep
to Crea te new tools for other
track of his carbs and made it
areas of health care. According
so much easier to communi
to Lisa , "It's all part of a drive
cate about the disease with his
to communicate, educate peo
grandparents. That's exactly
ple, and relieve some of the
why we do it-to make the
burden of living with a dis
disease more approachable."
ease." (For mOre information,
Type 1 Tools has received
vi sit www.typ e ltools.com.)
recognition from the AlGA
- Allison McKay, Class 0('06
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April 10, 2005, in New Rochell e,
N. Y. Deborah ea rned a master'S
degree in public health from
Emory University in Atlanta and
now is a biomedical editor at
Hea lth Sc ien ce Communicati ons.
Dan rece ntly joined Goldman
Sachs as a se nio r analyst/developer
in th e tec hn o logy division. The
couple resides in New York City.
Kimberly Lutes, LA 97, and
Tariq Ha ide r were married on
Aug. 25, 2005, in Anguilla, British
West Indi es. Th ev reside in New
York and New Je;sey, where Lutes
is a publi c relations consultant.
Haide r is a n executive director
for Morgan Sta nley.
Cynthia "Cindy" "Zippy"
Samuel, LA 97, a nd joshua
Kalachek, LA 94, were marri ed
on May 29, 2005. Guests included
many University alumni ami
faculty. Th e co uple resides in
St. Louis, where C indy teaches
literature a t Mary Institute and
St. Louis Country Day School and
josh is an account executi ve at
United Parcel Service. In addition,
Josh is pursuing an M.B.A. deg ree.
E-m ai l: casam23@yahoo .com
Sharon Silberg, LA 97, LA 97,
who received a bachelor's degree
in politica l science and a bache
lor's d egree in j ewish and Midd Ie
Eastern stud ies, received the
Samu el A. Goldsm ith Award from
the jewish Federation of MetropOl
ita n Chicago. The award, given to
yo ung persons who have served
with distinction as jewish commu
nal profeSSionals, includes a grant
of $3,000 toward continuing
educati on. The federation said
that Silberg, director of events
and corporate partnerships for th e
jewish United Fun d, exemplifies
the qualities of dedicat ion and

devotion, which marked S,lm uel A.
Go ldsmith's career as chief execu
tive o fficer of th e j ewish Fede ration
of Metropolitan Chi cago.
Rae Ann SteinJy, SW 97, who
ea rned a j.D. degree from Am erica n
Unive rsity in Washington, D.C.,
has become attorney and counc il
director for Manufacturers
Alliance/MAPI in Arlin gton, Va.
Sh e will apply her experti se in
procurement law and policy, busi
ness development, a nd health law
issues o n behalf of the Alliance, a
nonprofit organization en gaged in
econo mic and poli cy research ,
continuing professio na l ed uca tio n,
and allied activities.
Noa Tal, LA 97, and David
Ashman, EN 97, were married on
July 3,2005, in Baltimo re. Though
th ey graduated the sa m e year, they
did not meet until April 2002 at a
University alumni even t. Many
a lu mn i attended and participated
in the wedd ing. Th e couple resides
in Rockville, Md. Noa is pursu ing
a maste r's deg ree in socia l. work at
Ca tholic University in Washington,
D.C., while Dave is a senior soft
ware architect at Bl ac kboa rd, Inc.,
a n e- learning software provider.
ManjaJi Gupta Vlcan, LA 97,
a nd Steven Vlcan, EN 97, EN 97,
announce the birth of their first
child, Shalini Melissa Vlean, o n
june 27,2005. Manjali is taking a
sh o rt leave from th e EPA's O ffice
of Water, while Steve is workin g
for Unisys, focusin g on biometr ic
secu rity. The famil y resides in
Alexandria, Va. E-mail: vlcans(n)
ea rthlink.net
Angela (Gain) Birke, LA 98,
and h er husband, Mark, anno unce
the birth of their first Child , Mi les
David Birke, on June 10, 2005.
Ange la continues as a project

~anager in clini ca l operations and
participant materials at Express
Scripts. The fam il y resides in
VVebster Groves, Mo. E-mail:
airplan ebirke<"!!lmsn .co m
Dawn R. Ebach, MD 98, and
her husbant1, Will T. Browll,
EN 04, announce th e birth of
Gavin William Brown on Aug. J 7,
2004. [bach finished her fellowship
and now is assistan t professor of
pediatri cs at th e Un .i versity of
Iowa in Iowa City.
David jason GOldman,
EN 98, a nd Ca rri e Muh were mar
ried o n May 29,2005, in San Fran
ci sco. They reside in Decatur, Ga,
where David is d director in Price
waterh ouseCoope r's advisory
services and Carr ie is a third-year
resident in n eurosurgery at Emory
Hospital in Atlanta. Web site:
www.carri eanddav id.net
Sarah (London) Koytman,
LA 98, and h e r hu sba nd, Michael
Koyfman , a nno unce the birth of
Benjamin Matthew Koyfman on
April 30, 2005. He joins hi s sister,
Mallory Emma, 2. The family
resid es in Orla nd O, Fla.
AlexaJlder Eben Meyer,
FA 98, of BrookJyn, N.Y., is a free
lance illustra tor and designer who
creates illustrations that regularly
appear in the New York Times, th e
NevI' York Press, a nd PC Ivlage/zine,
among other m agaZines and news
pape rs in tile United States and
Canada. In Marcil 2005, he got
his first cover illus tration for th e
New York Press. In February 2005,
he helped with th e installation of
The Cates, a pro jec t in Central Park
by Chri sto and Jeanne-Claude. Web
site: wW"".eben.com/
Sarah (DavenIJOrt) Rubel,
EN 98, and h er husba nd, Paul
Rubel, EN 98, EN 98, announce
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th e birth of Brendan john in
sprin g 2004. The famil y resid es
in Arlington, Mass.
Stacy Blumenthal, LA 99, a nd
Peter Leff, LA 93, were married
on Sept. 4, 2005, in Charlo tte, N.C.
The wedding party and gues ts
included many Unive rsity a lumni.
Th e Leffs reside in Wa shin gton,
D,C., where Stacy works in non
pro fit management and Peter is a
p rin c ipal in the law fi rm O ' Don
n e ll , Sch wa rtz & Anderson , practic
in g labor and empl oym e nt law.
Benedicte (Nielsen) Eades,
LA 99, and her husband, Simon
Eades, announce th e birtil of their
first child, Anna Daisy, on Feb. 14,
2005. The family resides in C leve
land, where Simon works as a n
aerospace engineer.
Laura (Kurland) Goren,
LA 99, and her hu sba nd, Todd
Goren, BU 98, announce th e birth
of the ir first child, jacob Marc, o n
May 17, 2005. The family resides
in New j ersey.
joni Kamiya-Rose, OT 99, and
her husband announce th e birth
of th eir first child on june 9, 2005.
joni, fo r now, resides in Moun tain
View, CaU f., where she works a t an
aSS isted-li vin g facili ty. In Febru ary
2006, the family will m ove back to
Hawa ii to help with j oni's father's
farm , Kamiya Papaya, Inc. E-mail :
jka miya 74<!!lya hoo.com
Seth Patch, LA 99, SW 00,
now is general services officer at
th e U.S. Consulate in Shenyang,
People's Republic of China. For
merly, he worked for severa l years
at the U.S. Departm ent of State.
E-m ai l: patchtwin@yahoo.com
Caroline Schechter, LA 99,
and Guthrie Widman, LA 99,
were ma rried in Lakeville, Conn. ,
o n jul y 23, 2005. The wedding
party and guests includ ed many
Unive rsity ai.umni. Th e co up le
resid es in New York C ity, where
Ca ro lin e is a human resources
consultant at the Blackstone
Group and Guthrie is a marketing
manager at Sullivan and Co.
Susie Garbee Slabaugh ,
FA 99, rece ntly featured a n ex hibi
tio n of work by glass artist John
Miller at the Flame Run"' contem
porary glass art studio and ga ll ery,
which she co-owns, in Louisville.
Flame Run's home is a 12,500·
square- foot renovated building in
Louisville's East Market Street Arts
Dis trict. As Louisville's newes t and
la rgest contem porary glass a rt
studio and galJery, Flame Run
showcases co ntempora ry and
o rigina l glass creations, includes
a wo rkin g glass-blowing hot shop,
and offe rs classes for beginning
glass a rtists.
Michael Vesser, GB 99, an d his
wife, Kim, announce th e birth of
th eir first child, Kelly Nicole, on
ju ne 5, 2005. He is director of inter
national finance at Cerne r Corp.

<m}s
Lori Auxier, BU 00, and Seth
Geftic, BU 00, were married on
May 29, 2005, in Washington, D.C.
Several University alumni and
faculty members attended the
ceremony. Lori, a financial analyst
for Freddie Mac, and Seth, a market
in g/financia l ana lyst for America
Online, reside in Tyson's Corner, Va.
Thaddeus S. Stappenbeck,
HS 00, assistant professor of
pathology and immunology at
the University, has I) een awarded
$240,000 and recognition as one
of only 15 Pew Scholars in the
Biomedical Sciences for 2005.
Through the program, initiated
by the Pew Cha ritable Trusts in
1985, Stappenbeck will explore
the mechanisms that allow the
intestine to recover from injury.

WASHINGTON

Amy (Youngblood)
Avitable, LW 01, and Adam
Avitable, LW 01, reside in Alta
monte Springs, Fla. Amy has
joined Kirchillan Corp. as a legal
and regulatory banking consul
tant, and Adam is the owner and
CEO of The Doctor Job, Inc.
Kara M. Barnett, LA 01,
MD OS, is completing her transi
tional-year residency at the Albert
Einstein Medical Center in
Philadelphia. Afterward, she will
enter her anesthesiology reSidency
at the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania, also in Philadelphia.
I-Illaii: KaraMBarnettC<!'wustl.edu
Christina Espinosa, FA 01,
and Josh Bedwell, LA 01, were
Illarried on May 21,2005, in
New York City. The two Illet
eight years ago on the third floor
of Liggett ReSidence Hall (now
Liggett House). Cristina is a design

PROFILE

associate at Ralph l.auren, and Josh
graduated from Mount Si nai School
of Medici ne in New York City in
May 2005. After completi ng a
one-year surgical internship at
Beth Israel Medical Center in New
York City, he wi ll complete four
years as an otolaryngology resident
at New York Eye and Ear Infirm ary.
Andreas Frankeuhauser,
GR 01, who majored in European
Studies, resides in Tuttlingen,
Germany, where he manages a
branch of the In stitute Matura
Language School and also teaches
business English and German
there. In addition, he became
an instructor in Englis h and
German at Furtwangen (Germany)
University in October 200S.
Anne L. Glowinski, GM 01,
assistant professor of child and
adolescent psychiatry at the
University, rece ntl y was honored

Adam Schickedanz,

by NARSAD for her research o n the
roles of genetics and environment
in th e susceptibility of teenage girls
to depression and suiCide. NARSAD,
founded as the National Alliance
for Research on Schi zoph renia and
Depression, is the largest donor
supported orga ni zation in the
world funding SCientifi c research
on psychiatric disorders.
Roger Hale, GB 01 , recently
passed Level 3 of the Certi fi ed
Financia l Ana lyst (CFA) program.
Barth Holohan III, GB 01,
5V,I 01 , president of Home Helpers,
was named a finalist in the 200S
Ernst &: Young Entrepreneur of
the Yea(" Awards for the Central
Midwest Region. One of four busi
ness leaders selected as finalists for
the region, which includes Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska,
Holohan was honored for his
success in building his fast-growing

A.B. '03

Love of Science Leads to Outreach

!X.

thOUgh Adam Schickedanz,
A.B. '03, had earned a
degree in biology and
p art icipa ted in advanced
researc h on neural stem cells,
he spe nt a few days a week
concentrating on basic scientific
concepts like photosyn thesis
and th e scientific method .
However, Schickedanz did
not review these principles
for his own edification. He
brought th e m to middle-school
students while volunteering
with the Science Club program
sponsored by Washington
University Science Outreach.
As part of the program,
University students create and
teach hands-on science activi ties
in underserved classrooms in
the St. Louis public schools.
"It's surprising to see how
little there is in terms of
resources for these kids,"
Schickedanz explains. "We try
to fill that void in any way we
can, even if it's just by showing
them that science can be fun."
While Schickedanz aimed
to teach that lesson to middle
schoolers, it's a concept he
first learned at Washington
University. He says the array of
courses he took as an under
graduate introduced him to the

impact and interconnectedness
of the life SCiences, leading him
to a major in biology (and then
on to medical school).
Combining his newly
sparked interest in science
with a lifelong interest in edu
cation-his mother is a profes
sor who specializes in early
childhood education, and his
father is a psychologist at an
alternative high school near
Boston-Schickedanz helped
to establish the Science Club
program in 200 1, during his
junior year.
He worked with three
fellow science maj ors to create
the first Science Club at
Webster Middle School in
North St. Louis. " In the begin
ning, we were just a group of
friends who would get together
and, on a shoestring budget,
put together lessons for the
kids," says Schickedan z.
Since then, Schickedanz has
propelled the growth of the ,
Science Club program , helping
it expand to three other area
schools and incorporating new
curricula, including lessons on
drug prevention and college
preparation. "The goal is to
take the program from being
just about building science

aptitude and to turn it
into something bigger-a
community outreach
program," he says.
Schickedanz can a tte st
to Science Outreach's
As an undergraduate, Adam Schickedanz
effectiveness. H e talks of
hefped establish the Science Club program,
one student who was
in which University students meet with area
inspired to pursue a col
middle-schoofers on science matters.
lege career after visiting
the University on a
Science C lub field trip . "He
Skeath's ge netics lab at the
started asking a lot of questiOns School of Medicine, where he
about college and what it took
s tudied a pathway in the cen
to get in, and I told him it
tral n e rvous system for two and
took hard work, but that it was
a half yea rs. In addition, after
possible," Schickedanz recal.is.
playing club lacrosse during his
" He rea lly started taking sc hool
four yea rs as an undergraduate,
ser iou sly and la st year got a
Schickedanz stayed with the
scho larship for $20,000 from
team as an assistant coach.
th e Rotary C lub. He is now
Now that Schickedanz has
attending a magnet SCience,
sta rted m edica l school at the
career-oriented high sc hool for
University of California, San
gifted kids in the city. That's a
FranCiSCO, he reflects on hi s
success story for sure. "
involvement in St. Louis. " I
Schickedanz's e nthu siasm
put down a lot of roots in
for the kids kept him involved
St. Loui s," he says. "I miss the
with the Science Club program
University, and, in particular,
for two years after his gradua
the Science Clubs. They're what
tion from the University in
I miss the most." However,
2003. And that was not th e
with a possible future in
only connection to the
pediatrics, Schickedanz's dual
University that he maintained.
passions-for science and for
Schickedanz continued research education-will surely continue
he began as a n undergraduate
to play large roles in his life.
in Associa te Professor Jim
-AIIisan McKay, Class af '06
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busin ess, which provides seni o rs,
young families, and those recove r
ing fro m illness or injury with
the extra h elp they need to
manage th eir everyday lives. The
winner was to be announced in
November 2005, after this publica
tion's press tim e.
PauIJ.Jacobson, LA 01,
earned a Ma ster of Arts in Hebrew
L.etters degree from Hebrew Union
College-J ewish Institute of Reli
gion in C incinna ti in June 2005.
He is preparing to be ordained as
a rabbi in May 2006.
Fiona Howard Levy, G B 01,
has been named vice president
of quali ty fo r Chi ldre n 's Medical
Cen ter in Da lia s. As such , she is
responsible for all aspects of high
quality patient ca re and regu latory
standards. Levy, who joi ned
Children 'S in 2004, also is attending physicia n in the faci lity's
pediatric intensive care unit and
is associate professor of pediatrics
at the University of Texas South
western Med ica l Center, with
which th e facility is affiliated.

Bradley David Martinson,
EN 01, is a second -year studen t
at the University of MissouriSt. Louis Co ll ege of Optometry.
Laura K. Silverstein, LA 01,
wh o earned a J.D. degree from
Albany (N. Y.) Law Sc hool in May
2005, n ow works for a la w firm
in New York . Some of her profes
sionaL writings will be published
by the Buffalo Warnell 's Law IOlmUlI.
Hardik N. Udani, GR 01,
became a licensed a rchi tect in
California as of june 2005. He
has been licensed to practice in
India since 1998. An architect
with Ansh en + Allen Architects in
San FranCisco si nce 2001, he now
is workin g on h ea lth-care projects
in the Bay Mea.
David C. ZaJuski, LA 01
(econom ics), and Kate Anderso n
were married o n june 10, 2005, in
Peoria, Ill. The wedding party and
guests includ ed many University
alumni. David began dental sc hoo l
at Creighton University in O ma ha ,
Neb., in fa ll 2005.

Mallika S. (Hegde) Ballal,
GR 02, who earned a Master of
Liberal Arts degree from University
College, was a data processor
for the UniverSity's Alumni and
Parents Admission Program from
January 2003 to May 2005. Now,
she volunteers at th e Vedanta
Society library twice a week.
Uri Bilek, BU 02, earned a J.D.
degree from the School of Law of
Emory University in Atlanta in
May 2005. In August 2005 h e was
to become a first-year associate a t
the law firm Epstein, Becker, and
Green in Washington, D.C.
Emily Bleimund, LA 02, and
Doran Fillk, MD 03, GM 03,
were married on Oct. 23, 2004, in
Cincinnati. They reside in Silver
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Spring, Md. Emil y is in her seco nd
year of a j .D./M.A. program at
George WaShington University in
Washington, D.C., and Doran is
in his third year of pediatrics resi
dency at johns Hopkins Hosp ital
in Baltimore.
Jennifer Bowers, LA 02, and
Carlos Fearn, LA 00, were married
on May 28, 2005. They were mar
ried in and reside in Memphis,
where jennifer is an ESL (English
as a Second Language) tutor in the
public schools and Carlos is CEO
of Sodal Innovations, Inc.
Emily Brooks, LA 02, and
Michael Watts were m arried o n
june 25, 2005, in the Sa lt Lake C ity
Temple. Mic hae l, com mi ss ioned in
the U.S. Air Force, began at the
Uniform ed Services University of
Health Sciences in Bethesda, Md.,
in August 2005. Emily hopes to
continue her law studies.
Navy Ensign Nathaniel S.
Edge, BU 02, rece ntl y received
his commission as a naval offi cer
after completing Officer Cand idate
School at Offi cer Traini ng Com 
mand, Pensacola, Fla.
Eric Field, LA 02, and Erin
Elizabeth Gargiu Lo, were married o n
May 29, 2005, a nd severa l of Eric's
suitemates fro m Mudd Ho use
attended the ceremony. In June
2005, he earned a ma ster's degree in
education from DePaul University
in Chicago, and, in summer 2005,
he taught Engl ish, as well as con
sumer education, to at- risk
teenagers in th e Proviso Wes t
Evening High School in Hillside, III.
The couple now reS ides in Wood
stock, III., where Eric teach es Eng
lish at Woodstock High Schoo l,
where he also will co-d irec t a n ew
play based on Worlds Afire, a you ng
adult poetry anthology.
Danielle Parker, BU 02, and
Brian Pollack, wh o ea rned an
M.B.A. degree fro m Columbi a
Uni vers ity in New York C it)' in
2003, we re married o n june 26,
2005, on Long Island. Danielle
works in human resources for a
financial services company, and
Brian works in real es ta te fin ance .
The Pollacks had plans to move to
Chicago in August 2005. E-m ail:
mydiego@hotmaiJ.com
Vonchi Pimomo, LA 02, and
Benjamill Rippe, AR 02, were
married onJune 14, 2005. in Port
land, Ore. Guests includ ed seve ral
University alumni. In December
2004, Ben earned a Master of
Architecture degree and Technical
Teaching Certificate from the
Uni ve rsity of Oregon in Euge ne
and now works fo r an architecture
firm in Eugene. At th e sa me time,
Vonchi earned a maste r's degree in
teaching and an Oregon teaching
license from Pacific University in
forest Grove, Ore., and now teaches
first grade. The couple res id es in
Eugene, Ore.
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Kai Qi, GR 02, and Xiaojuan
Huang, GL 03, LW OS, who were
married recently, are "happi ly
settled in Wilmington, De l." Qi is
a research chemi st with DuPont.
Anne Selden, FA 02, who is
pursuing a career in high-end
fashion deSign, ha s received a
scholarship from the U.S. govern 
ment's Fulbright Program, which
will enabl e h er to study up to nine
months in Paris.
Rebecca Belzer, LA 03, and
Ari Elias-BaChrach, EN 03,
were married o n June 26,2005.
The EI ias-Bach rac hs resid e in
Washington, D.C., whe re Ari
wo rks for NASA and Rebecca works
for the NIH. Rebecca wi ll resume
medical school at th e University
of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia in
fall 2006. E-mail: IAri,Rebeccaj@
Elias-Bachrach.com
AJex M. Hendler, LW 03,
joined the Office of Medica re
Hearings and Appea ls in th e U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services in july 2005. This is a new
office that Congress crea ted to
improve the application o f laws
reLated to reimbursing h ea lth-care
providers for services rendered to
Medicare patie nts.
Deborah Kerson, LA 03,
ea rned a Master o f Pu blic Adm ini s
tration degree from the Robert F.
vVagner Graduate School of Public
Service at New York University in
New York City in May 2005. In
September 2005 she was to begin
a Presidential Managemen t Fellow
ship with the Federal Transit
Administration in WaShin gton, D.C.
SaraJ. Klein, LA 03, and
Marshall jay Kapell, a can tor,
were married on june 26, 2005, i/1
St. Pete Beach, Fla. Guests included
many Un iversity alumni. Sa ra
planned to begin law school at
Ca th o lic Uni versity'S Columbus
Sch ool of La w in Washington, D.C.,
in fall 2005 . Formerl y, she was a
project manager at AtlantiC Video,
a broadcast services production
company in the District of
Col umbia. The couple resides in
Ga ithersburg, Md.
Suzanne Thompson, LA 03,
and Russ Barnard were marri ed on
July 16, 2005, in Rogers, Ark. The
couple resides in Austin, Texas,
where Suzanne earned a Ma ster
o f Public Affairs degree from th e
University of Texas in May 2005.
Andrew Childers, LA 04. was
awarded the Na tional Science
Foundation's Graduate Resea rc h
Fellowship. Prior to hurrican e
Katrina, Childers, a resident of New
O rlea ns, planned to attend Tulane
Uni versity there in fall 2005 to
pursue a doctorate in primatology.

Katrin Miller Rothgery,
LW 04, is working in the employ
ment law and commercial litiga ti on
groups at Snell & Wilmer's Denver
office.

Scott Adam Weiskopf, LA 04,
is attending dental school a t th e
University of Tennes see in MemphiS.
Diego Chojkier, LA OS, who is
working for an office o f the federal
government, was selected as a Publi c
Policy Fellow of th e CongreSSional
Hispanic Caucus Institute.
Grant Cohen, LA OS, is a n
analyst at Brown Gibbons Lang &
Co., an independen t inves tm ent
bank.
Takashi Horisaki, GF OS, is
moving to New York C ity and start
ing hi s art career. He expec ts his
work to be in a group show in
St. Louis in fall 2005 and in a solo
show in Brooklyn in spring 2006.
Wei Ling Lau, MD OS, and
Andrew B. Lee, MD OS, wh o were
rece ntly married, reside in Newpor t
Coast, CaLif. Wei Ling is a re sid en t in
internal medicine at the University
of Ca lifornia-Irvine Medical Cen ter.
Tony R. Smith,Jr., BU OS, is
working in Silicon Valley as a fi.nan 
cia l analys t for Intel Corp.
Arun Tyagi, GB OS, and hi s
wife, Alka, have settled in Trov.
Ohio, 20 miles from Sidney, O hi o,
where Arun works as program
manager for CopeLand Corp .

In Memoriam
1920s
Milo K. Tedstrom, LA 22, MD 24;
7/05
Dorothy (Berninghaus)
Brandenburg, LA 25; 8/05
Marie Josephine (Turn er)
Ackermann, LA 29; 10/05
1930s
Edna Ma ia (Cru sius) Weber, LA 3 1;
10/05
LUCiLe A. (Ratz) Dodds, SW 32; 10/05
C harles E. Wall, LA 32; 7/05
Ernest A. Wolff, EN 32; 7/05
Henry C. Huntley, LA33, MD 37; 7/05
Ernes t D. Suggett, DE 33; 3/05
Raymond Wiese, LA 33; 8/05
Howa rd B. Elder, EN 35; 7/05
R. Hart Donnell, MD 36; 9/05
Willard H. Duetting, EN 36; 9/05
Am y G. (Ho rton) Miller, LA 36; 8/05
Doroth y A. (Orear) Eberle, LA 38;
9/05
O liver J. Ha as, EN 38, EN 39; 7/05
Mary Louise (Eve rs) Schrader, UC 38;
8/05
Robert N. Ga rtside, EN 39; 4/05
19405
Carl T Bueh ler, jr., MD 40; 6/05
joan (Mo hle r) Gorcion, UC 40; 10/05
Sol J. Co h e n, DE 41; 4/05
Robert S. Davis, LW 41; 8/05
Morris 1. G ladstone, LA 41, GR 47;
8/05

Mary Elizabeth Yale (Maxwell)
Oun'llin, LA 41; 5/05
Nick A. Schuster, EN 41, GR 51; 8/05
Mary E. (Nipher) Kafka, UC 42,
aT 42; 5/05
Elizabeth Ann (Ohlweiler) Dunse,
LA 43; 7/05
Patricia Egan, GR 43; 2/05
Guy D. Callaway, jr., MD 44; 8/05
Kenneth R. Hunstein, BU 44; 8/05
Truett V. Bennett, MD 45; 8/05
Rosemary P. (Yardley) King, NU 45;
10/05
joyce Margaret (Altvater) Deibel,
LA 46; 9/05
Marion A. !vanuck, DE 46; 10/05
Rev. Thomas W. KJewin, GR 46; 2/05
Ernest Schmied, EN 46; 1/05
Lawrence E. Stout, jr., EN 46; 7/05
joseph Louis Badaracco, LW 4 7; 10/05
Leon A. lick, LA 47; 5/05
George W. Koertel,jr., BU 47; 9/05
Evelyn (Sears) Schneider, GR 47; 7/05
Richard C. Allen, LA 48, LW 50; 5/05
Vernon C. Barth, BU 48; 7/05
Richard D. Carls, BU 48; 7/05
Anne (Lewczyk) Furlong, PT 48; 9/05
Man,in L. Hayes, BU 48, GB 49; 4/05
Carolyn L. (Ray) Leeming, LA 48;
5/05
Richard D. Ekstedt, LA 49; 4/05
Harold Glaser, EN 49; 9/05
john A. McChesney, MD 49; 3/05
joseph T. Roddy, EN 49; 9/05
John A. Stevens, BU 49; 9/05
Paul W. Yost, MD 49; 7/05
Edward j. Ziha, jr., EN 49; 7/05

s.

c

1950s
Channing W. Godbold, EN 50,
S! 64; 9/05
Lyle F Heap, jr., BU 50; 9/05
Irving R. Litvag, LA 50; 08/05
Florene Lois (Silhavy) Mahler,
aT 50; 6/06
Robert L. Old, LA 50, GB 60; 5/05
Emmy Behrens, LA 51; 9/05
Lawrence M. Costello, UC 51; 10/05
Fred C. Moellenhoff, BU 51; 8/05
Ruth L. Toomey, GR 51; 5/05
Robert H. Vanderpearl, LA 51,
MD 54; 8/05
Philip L. Wachtel, MD 51; 5/05
Deborah Anderson, SW 52; 2/05
Louis E. Carlat, LA 52; 7/05
Lewis Russell Crum, GB 52; 9/05
Patricia P. Doepke, AR 52; 8/04
Andrew]. Maixner, EN 52; 7/05
Charles E. NiChols, MD 52; 9/05
William E. Oliver, BU 52; 8/05
Patricia J. (Raining) Wesby, NU 52;
7/05
Earl J. Bewig, UC 53; 9/05
Wayne L. Briggson, 13U 53; 5/05
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King Graf, AR 53; 8/05
Henry D. Hoester, FA 53; 7/05
David H. Margulis, BU 53; 7/05
Thomas L. Pulliam Ill, EN 54; 8/05
George A. Pachiva, GR 55; 9/05
Erwin W. Moellering, BU 56; 6/05
Margaret D. (Fleming) Murrey,
LA 56; 8/05
Paul Y. Yokoyama, DE 56; 1/05
Wilfred Buddell, GR 57, GR 68; 9/05
Rudolph]. Kremer, GR 57, GR 63;
7/05
Paul E. Mueller, BU 57; 8/05
Philip Rosenblum, BU 57; 10/05
Louis C. Wislocki, MD 58; 8/05
Marilyn j. (Chapnick) Bierman,
BU 59; 8/05
Leona Franklin, SW 59; 1 J /04
Robert L. joslin, BU 59; 9/05
19605
Helen (Haw) Lum, UC 60; 7/05
Mohammed M. 5ayeed, GR 60; 10/04
Fredrickj. Kunze, GR 61; 7/05
Myron H. Pollack, UC 61; 9/05
Michael A. Katz, LA 62, LW 64;
7/05
Beverly M. (Tom have) Longacre,
SW 62; 8/05
Ruth Nelson, UC 62; 3/05
joan (Fischman) Hosen, FA 62,
GF 67; 10/05
Erla (Hoover) Bentley, SW 63; 6/05
Bernerd H. Feinstein, 13U 63; 7/05
Katherine]. (Busboom) Magrath,
BU 63; 9/05
Earl R Thompson, T! 64; 7/05
Sanford D. Engber, 51 65; 7/05
Thomas R. Sphar, LA 65, GB 68;
7/05
Terrance A. Brown, MD 66; 7/05
Robert]. Freber, UC 66; 8/05
janice Cobb Fraher, GN 67; 9/05
Janice Andrews, SW 68; 5/05
Allen F. Rinne, SW 68; 4/05
Rev. Edward E. Anderson, SW 69;
8/05

19805
Ethel Willetta Comer, T! 82; 10/05
Renee (Kwasny) Allen, GR 83; 9/05
Anna Danese Dixon, EN 84; 5/05
Douglas Arthur Hopkins, EN 84,
EN 84; 9/05
Keith Michael Shea, GR 84, GR 85;
9/05
Sandra Marie Sittko, SW 85; 3/05
(Ms.) Maj Britt Kaal, LA 86; 9/05
Roger Leo Ponder, LW 86; 9/05
Tonya N. Bailey, LA 89; 11/04
19905
Dixie Lee (De Field) Adamson,
SW 91; 7/05
Linda L. McKenzie, EN 98; 9/05
20005
Tiffany Perkins, LA 00, aT 02; 10/05

In Remembrance
Larry A. Haskin

Larry A. Haskin, the Ralph E.
Morrow Distinguished University
Professor of earth &: planetary
sciences in Arts &: Sciences and a
very highly regarded NASA veteran,
died March 24, 2005, of myelofibro
sis, a blood disease he had fought
for many years. He was 70.
Haskin, former chair of the
Department of Earth &: Planetary
SCiences, was a member of the
Athena science team for the current
Mars Exploration Rover (MER)
mission, one of NASA's most
successful missions. Haskin worked
on the MER mission up to his
death, and his last paper as lead
author--{)n results of MER explo
rations-was published july 7, 2005,
in the journal Nature. In his honor
and memory, the team has named a
prominent ridge on Mars' Husband
Hill as "Haskin Ridge."
University colleagues-all from
the Department of Earth &: Plane
tary Sciences--{)n the team are
Raymond E. Arvidson, department
chair and the james S. McDonnell
1970s
Distinguished University Professor;
Garnet Conley, jr., TI 70; 4/05
Bradley jolliff, research associate
Jan M. Silver, LA 70; 7/05
professor; and Eel Guinness and
Alian Wang, senior research scientists.
William P. Browne, GR 71; 4/05
"Larry was special-a warm and
Gerald E. Stites, UC 71; 7/05
caring individual and an excellent
Roy L. Bermel, SW 72; 8/05
SCientist," Arvidson says. "We miss
Kathleen Marie (Persiho) Coordes,
him very much."
LA 73; 8/05
Several fellowships and a
Michael S Ruben, LA 74, GB 75; 7/05 memorial lecture fund have been
established in Haskin's honor.
David Cole Day, LW 76; 7/05
Survivors include his wife, Mary,
Klaus Albert Warme, DE 76; 9/05
of St. Louis; one son; h'IIo daughters;
Eleanor Lorraine Scheifele, GR 77,
one sister; two grandsons; and two
GR 85; 5/05
grandda ugh ters.
Edward Joseph Sinnwell, UC 77;
Katherine B. Magrath
10/05
Katherine B. Magrath, B.S.B.A. '63,
William Maurice Graves, UC 78;
a University trustee, died
8/05
September 23, 2005, in Naples,
WINTER 2005

Florida, after a long battle with
breast cancer. She was 64.
Magrath, a trustee from 1996
until her deatll, had major accom
plishments in the field of financial
asset management. She became the
first female investment manager of
a major mutual fund, Keystone's
"K2" fund. She later became the
director of equity investment at the
Ford Foundation, holding direct
responsibility for all of that institu
tion's global eqUity assets.
In addition, in 1982, with three
other partners, she founded Value
Quest Ltd. to provide global equity
asset managemen t for large institu
tions. The company's clients
included Boeing, 3M, and Xerox.
Magrath, a native of Rockford,
Illinois, was a member of the john
M. Olin School of Business National
Council and was the first woman
to receive the Olin School's Distin
guished Alumni Award.
!n 1975, she was selected as a
Sloan Fellow by Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (Cambridge,
Massachusetts), from which she
earned a master's degree.
Survivors include her husband,
Terrence B. Magrath, a stepdaughter
and stepson, a sister, and a brother.

August Wilson
Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright
August 'Nilson, who received an
honorary doctorate of letters from
the University in 1988, died of liver
cancer on October 2, 2005, in
Seattle, Washington. He was 60.
Wilson's work, described as "very
big, often sprawling and poetjc" by
the Associated Press, included an
epic lO-play cycle chronicling the
black experience in 20th-century
America. Each play in the cycle
covers one decade, and Wilson
received a Pulitzer Prize for Fences,
which covers the 1950s, and
another for The Pia/Ju Lesson, which
covers the 1930s. Nine of the 10
plays are set in Pittsburgh, where
he was born as Frederick August
Kittel in 1945. He grew up in the
city's Hill District, a black slum
community that would later inform
his dramatic Writings.
A high school dropout, Wilson
enlisted in the Army but left after
a year, finding employment as a
porter, short-order cook, and dish
washer, among other jobs.
Largely self-educated, he started
writing in 1965, when he acquired
a used typewriter. His first produced
play was staged in 1981. His final
work Radio Golf, the 10th in his
cycle, was completed in April 2005.
It premiered at the Yale Repertory
Theatre.
Wilson, who had resided in
Seattle's Capitol Hill neighborhood
since 1990, is survived by his wife,
Constant Romero; by their daugh
ter; and by his daughter from a
previous marriage.
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VIEWPOINT

The Pitfalls of
No Child Left Behind
By Garrett Albert Duncan
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he 2001 No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act,
the cornerstone of President George W. Bush's
domestic policy during his first term, marked
the broadest expansion of the federal govern 
ment into K-12 schooling since Brown v.
Board of Education of Topeka. Enacted amid
much fanfare and with broad, biparti san support, NCLB
was a lso met with initial skepticism, especially among
those still disillusioned with the events from a few months
earlier that had brought the president into office.
For starters, the decision to name the legislation similar
to the Children 's Defense Fund's trademarked slogan
"Leave No Child Behind" was viewed in some quarters
as disingenuous. The name of the act no more convinced
them that conservatives were sympathetic to the needs
of America 's poor than the decision to have R&B artist
Chaka Khan close the 2000 Republican Na tional
Conventi on convinced th em that the party was in
touch with the black mainstream.
Yes, Chaka whipped the conservative ga thering into
a frenetic boogie with her soul-stirring rendition of I Feel
for You, and the na me of the act does indeed have a
"kinder, gentler" feel to it. However, as far as the presi
dent's detractors were concerned, no ges ture could per
suade them that hi s administration would be any more
inclu sive than those o f the Republican past or that his
brand o f conservatism was any more compassionate
than previous versions o f it.
Its naysayers notwith standing, though, NCLB does
include remarkably explici t ca lls to eliminate ed ucational
ineq uality and to reduce performance disparities among
children from differen t racial and economic backgrounds.
Not sin ce Brown had federal policy taken such strong
measu res to compel school districts across the nation to
seriously educate all children .
Many states still chafe at NCLB's restrictions and, some,
with good reasons. However, complaints that the federal
ac t violates local authority smack of the sad irony of states
aligning themselves with the likes of Arkansas Governor
48
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Orval E. Faubus who in 1957 defied a fed era l court o rder
to integrate an aJl-white Little Rock high school o r
with those who in 1960 compelled federal marshals to
escort little Ruby Bridges as she integrated a New Orleans'
elemen tary school.
Most significantly, such complaints place states in
the untenable position that they are content with the
widespread ed ucational inequa lities that exis t between
their rich and poor school districts. They also place
affluent districts on the defensive about the educa tional
disparities that exist within their schools between white
and bl.ack students.
Indeed, NCLB's egalitarian rhetoric makes it difficult
for states to criticize th e act without appearing to
succumb to what President Bush calls the "soft bigotry
of low expec tations " that frustrates efforts to ed ucate all
children. At the same time, recen t under-publicized
Bush admini stration cuts to educa tion spending severe ly
undermin e the capaCity of public school official s to
comply with NCLB's mandate. Such bait-and-swi tch
tactics warrant especially strong rebuke and action .
The administration's proposed cuts for the 2005-06
fiscal year stand to eliminate m ore than $9 billion of
promised funds from the NCLB budget. In addition, the
administration proposes to cut more than $7 billion
from monies intended for Title [ programs, the very
programs directed at student populations especially at
risk for failing in school. Such cuts largely impact school
districts with high concen trations of poor students as
well as those with large black student populations.
In Missouri alone, Kansas Ci ty and St. Louis city
schools will each lose $35 millio n, or 41 percent of their
respective budgets, of promised Tit le [ funds for the
2005 fisca l yea r. Larger publiC school districts stand to
lose even more. For instance, th e proposed cuts will
eliminate nearly $300 millio n from the budgets of Title I
programs in Los Angeles public schoo ls and $650 million
from those in New York. These cuts will result in
the reduction of teachers, resources, and educational

